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>> Message from the President

honoring IMGl’s 2017 regulators of the Year

N

By Michael E. Zatezalo

otwithstanding the unusual summer weather
in the United States, the IMGL Spring Conference in Turnberry Isle, Miami, Florida, held
on May 10-12, was another outstanding IMGL
conference. I would like to thank the co-chairs of the conference, Marc Dunbar and Dan Wallach for their efforts in
not only putting together a first class program but also in
selecting an outstanding venue – the Turnberry Isle
Resort. After the conference, Marc Dunbar also arranged
a side trip to the Gulfstream Racetrack for a day at the
races. I would also like to thank our keynote speakers Jim
Allen, Chairman, President and CEO of Seminole Hard
Rock Entertainment, Inc. and James Maida, President of
CEO Gaming Laboratories International, LLC for their
engaging and thought provoking remarks.
In early June, IMGL provided Masterclass panels at
the summer meeting of the National Council of Legislators from Gaming States (“NCLGS”) held in Denver,
Colorado. IMGL will once again be working with the
Spectrum Gaming Group to develop panels for the
NCLGS Winter Conference which will be held in Miami
January 5-7, 2018.
One of the highlights of each year is the IMGL
reception at G2E in Las Vegas and the presentation of
“2017 IMGL Regulator of the Year Awards” for both
North America and Indian Country. This year’s Regulator
of the Year – North America award is Ronnie Jones, Chairman of the Louisiana Gaming Control Board. Congratulations, Ronnie.
This year’s Regulator of the Year – Indian Country
award will actually have two (2) recipients: David Vialpando, Chairman of the Santa Ysabel Tribal Gaming
Commission in California and Terry Hale, Chief Gaming
Regulator of the Seminole Nation Gaming Authority in
Oklahoma. The awards are based not only upon a recipient’s work as a regulator but also on his/her contribution
to the gaming industry and a demonstration of service to
the community. Congratulations David and Terry.
The IMGL MasterclassesTM continue to be popular
and IMGL speakers are sought after in connection with
gaming conferences throughout the world. The following
is a list of Masterclasses scheduled for the rest of the year:
4
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Michael E. Zatezalo
President

DATE

September 6-7
September 13-15
October 26-28

October 31 – November 1
November 21-22
November 22-25

KPMG – eGaming Summit
Isle of Man

Betting on Sports – London

Malta iGaming Seminar (MIGS)
Conference – Malta
Excellence in iGaming (EIG) –
Berlin
Eastern European Gaming
Summit- Sofia, Bulgaria
Summit in iGaming Malta
(SIGMA) – Malta

The IMGL Fall Conference is being held in Copenhagen, Denmark, on September 10-12 at the Copenhagen
Marriott Hotel. The conference will include, but not be
limited to, presentations on (1) the latest Anti-Money
Directive and how it is impacting the gambling sector
throughout Europe; (2) the impact of the United States
Supreme Court’s upcoming hearing on New Jersey’s
challenge of the restrictions placed upon sports betting
imposed by the Professional and Amateur Sports Protection Act; (3) an update on the latest trends and developments in Europe; and (4) a CEO panel which will discuss
the future of the gaming industry in light of the expansion
of land based casinos, growth of Internet gaming, the rise
of eSports, growth of lotteries and skill games.
Another highlight of the Copenhagen conference will
be the presentation of the 2017 IMGL Regulator of the
Year-Europe. This year’s Regulator of the Year – Europe
will be Birgitte Sand, CEO of the Danish Gambling
Authority. Birgitte has been in her current position since
2008 and is a member of the board of trustees of the
International Association of Gaming Regulators. Birgitte
has also been instrumental in the planning of the IMGL
Copenhagen conference. Congratulations, Birgitte.
I look forward to seeing you in Denmark. Details
regarding the Copenhagen conference and registration can
be accessed on the IMGL website at imgl.org.
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>> Letter from the Editor
very autumn since 2002, International
Masters of Gaming Law has recognized
outstanding regulators for their achievements in the gaming industry. Three of
the 2017 Regulators of the Year will be recognized
in a private reception and ceremony at the Wynn
Country Club, Las Vegas during G2E. They are
Regulator of the Year - North America, Ronnie
Jones, Chairman of the Louisiana Gaming Control
Board; Indian country award recipients David Vialpando, Chairman of the Santa Ysabel Gaming Commission and Terry Hale, Past Interim Chief
Regulator of the Seminole Nation of Oklahoma.
The recipient of the Regulator of the Year-Europe
award, Birgitte Sand, Director of the Danish Gambling Authority, will be honored at the IMGL
autumn conference in Copenhagen. We congratulate
all honorees and thank you for your valuable contributions to the gaming industry. The highlights of
their careers and candid discussions of their views
on regulating a diverse industry are presented in the
Regulator of the Year article in this issue.
The lineup of articles for this issue begins with
the US Supreme Court and the debate surrounding
how sports betting impacts the gaming industry internationally, with organizations weighing in with
amicus briefs in support of legalized sports wagering, a huge financial segment of the unregulated
gaming industry. Fox Rothschild attorneys Nicholas
Casiello, Jr., C.J. Fisher, and Robert Baldassarre provide an overview of the twenty-five year legislative
and legal history surrounding sports wagering.
New Jersey has been tenacious in its effort to support legalized sports wagering in the state. The authors provide a clear analysis of each step leading to
the present Supreme Court hearing.
Mark Balestra of Bola Verde Media Group
contributes a discussion of virtual currency - crypto
currency – and its impact on Internet gaming enforcement and the Unlawful Internet Gaming Enforcement Act (UIGEA). The author discusses the
challenges and effects of rapidly changing technology, especially with Bitcoin and Blockchain.
Daniel Russell of Jones Walker LLP, with his
usual well-presented insight to the lottery industry,
discusses the recent security breach in the MultiState Lottery Association with advice to the various
state lotteries on how to curb fraud.
Next, the focus shifts to developments in
international jurisdictions with a discussion of
India’s gaming laws as related to poker and sports
betting. Tanisha Khanna, Ranjana Adhikari, and
Gowree Gokhale of Nishith Desai Associates discuss why the future of gaming in India may have an
optimistic outlook.

Hugo Luz dos Santos
blends US and Macau law
in his analysis of tip-pooling and the applicability of
trust criteria and the
potential liability for casinos raised by the practice.
The author argues that tipSue McNabb
pooling is an illegal taking
or expropriation by casinos.
Continuing the international jurisdiction updates, Matthias Spitz and Jessica Maier of Melchers
Law Firm in Germany discuss the 4th Anti-Money
Laundering Directive (AMLD). Spitz and Maier state
the case for gambling companies operating in the EU
and internationally to undertake an AMLD risk
assessment. The authors focus on the 4th AMLD as
it impacts the EU, including its impact in Germany.
The next international update discusses the
potential for casino gaming in Cyprus, where planned
resort projects have made headlines around the world.
Alexia Couccoullis, a frequent contributor providing
updates on Greece and Cyprus, offers a thorough
review of the destination casino resort plans in
Cyprus, pointing out mutual revenue benefits to the
developer and government. Ευχαριστώ, Alexia.
The final contribution to the autumn issue is
another example of Professor William Thompson’s
knowledge of the historical impact on modern
cultures of “societal conditions” and how these forces
evolve. Professor Thompson discusses the cultural
influence of folk music on the development of
attitudes toward gaming in Portugal from its early
beginning in 1784 until today. Thompson also introduces the concept of emigration and its influences on
the casinos of Portugal. The history of gaming in
Portugal is a fascinating story, tying together cultural
influences and influences from outside forces.
As always, American Gaming Lawyer thanks its
supporters, both writers and sponsors, for their
generous support to promote IMGL’s mission of
education in gaming law.
Sue McNabb has worked with the state legislature and served as Assistant Attorney General for the Louisiana Department of Justice and as
an attorney for the Louisiana Legislative Auditor. She has an extensive background in corporate law in the private sector where she worked
as General Counsel of an INC 500 Company and as Vice President of
Administration with a national not-for-profit corporation.
Sue served on the board of directors of the Louisiana
Association on Compulsive Gambling and was formerly a member of
the board of the National Council on Problem Gambling. She also
serves on the board of the Louisiana Center for Women in Government and Business and was appointed by Governor Bobby Jindal to
serve on the Louisiana Women’s Policy and Research Commission.
She received the IMGL president’s award for 2013. She currently
serves as the Executive Director of the IMGL.
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the Current status of sports
wagering in new Jersey
By Nicholas Casiello, Jr., CJ Fisher and Robert Baldassarre
6
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he appeal of sports wagering in the United States, as well as internationally, cannot
be overstated. As described by the United States Court of Appeals for the Third
Circuit Court (the “Third Circuit”), “[w]agering on sporting events is an activity
almost as inscribed in our society as participating in or watching the sports themselves.”1
The American Gaming Association (the “AGA”) estimates that $92 billion in wagers was
placed on NFL and college football games for the 2016-2017 season, with only $2 billion
of that total wagered legally.
Further, Americans wagered more than $15
billion on Super Bowl 51 and March Madness
this year, but only 3% of that amount was wagered legally. These numbers not only show
the extent to which sports wagering is embedded in our society but also the substantial
amount of wagering that exists outside of a
legal framework and is unregulated and untaxed. The AGA estimates that legalized
sports wagering in the United States could
support 152,000 new jobs, create an estimated
$26 billion in economic output and generate
up to $5.3 billion in tax revenue.
For almost 25 years, the Professional and
Amateur Sports Protection Act of 1992
(“PASPA”) (28 U.S.C. §§ 3701-3704) has prevented the expansion of legalized sports
wagering in the United States by prohibiting
state-sanctioned sports wagering. PASPA
provides, in part, that it is unlawful for a governmental entity to sponsor, operate, advertise, promote, license, or “authorize by law”
sports wagering.2 In enacting PASPA, however, Congress included exceptions for statesanctioned sports wagering in Nevada and
sports lotteries in Oregon, Delaware and
Montana. Additionally, Congress carved out
an exception that permitted New Jersey, as well
as other states, to authorize sports wagering
had it chosen to do so within one year of
PASPA’s enactment. New Jersey missed out
on that opportunity, but some 18 years later,
began taking steps to undo its failure.

I. New Jersey Legislative History,
and Federal District Court
and Appellate History

In 2010, the New Jersey Legislature held public hearings on the desirability of allowing
sports wagering. Proponents of legalization
argued that sports wagering would generate
revenues for New Jersey’s struggling casinos
and racetracks. In 2011, the legislature held a
referendum asking New Jersey voters whether
sports wagering should be permitted, and 64%
voted in favor of amending the New Jersey
Constitution to permit sports wagering.
The amendment permitted the New
Jersey Legislature to “authorize by law”
sports wagering at casinos or gambling houses
in Atlantic City and at current or former running and harness horse racetracks.3 The
amendment, however, excluded wagering on
New Jersey college teams or on any collegiate
event occurring in New Jersey.
Following the constitutional amendment,
the New Jersey Legislature enacted the Sports
Wagering Act in 2012 (the “2012 Law”)
(N.J.S.A. 5:12A-1 to A-6), which provided for
regulated sports wagering at New Jersey’s casinos and racetracks. Specifically, “[t]he 2012
Law established a regulatory scheme, requiring licenses for operators and individual
employees, extensive documentation, minimum cash reserves, and Division of Gaming
Enforcement access to security and surveilContinued on next page
lance systems.”4

National Collegiate Athletic Ass’n v. Governor of New Jersey, 730 F.3d 208, 215 (3d Cir. 2013).
28 U.S.C. § 3702.
3
N.J. Const. Art. IV, Section VII, Para. 2(D) and 2(F).
4
National Collegiate Athletic Ass’n v. Governor of New Jersey, 832 F.3d 389, 393 (3d Cir. 2016).
1
2
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“

The American Gaming Association (the “AGA”) estimates
that $92 billion in wagers was placed on NFL and
college football games for the 2016-2017 season, with
only $2 billion of that total wagered legally.
Further, Americans wagered more than $15 billion
on Super Bowl 51 and March Madness this year,
but only 3% of that amount was wagered legally.

Continued from previous page

In 2012, the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (“NCAA”) and the
four major professional sports leagues
(collectively, “the Leagues”) filed suit in
the United States District Court for the
District of New Jersey (“District Court”)
to enjoin the Governor of the State of
New Jersey, along with other state executive officials (collectively, “the State”),
from implementing the 2012 Law
(“Christie I”).5 The Leagues alleged that
the 2012 Law violated PASPA’s prohibition on state-sanctioned sports wagering. The State did not dispute that the
2012 Law violated PASPA, but instead
relied on a number of arguments to challenge the constitutionality of PASPA.
Specifically, the State argued that PASPA
violates Congress’s powers under the
Commerce Clause, the Tenth Amendment’s limitations on Congress’s powers
and the Due Process Clause and Equal
Protection Principles.
With respect to the Commerce
8
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Clause, the State challenged the exceptions in PASPA as unconstitutionally
discriminatory, while the Leagues
argued that PASPA is a permissible
exercise of Congress’s Commerce Clause
powers. The District Court found that,
despite its exceptions, Congress acted
within its Commerce Clause powers
because it had a rational basis to conclude that legalized sports wagering
would impact interstate commerce and a
rational basis to exempt pre-existing
sports wagering systems.
The State also argued that PASPA
violates the Tenth Amendment’s limitations on Congress’s powers because it
requires New Jersey to prohibit sports
wagering in violation of the Anti-Commandeering principle established by the
United States Supreme Court. The
Leagues responded by insisting that
PASPA does not commandeer or compel
New Jersey to do anything, rather
PASPA only prohibits the states from
authorizing sports wagering. The

District Court again sided in favor of the
Leagues and determined that PASPA
neither compels nor commandeers New
Jersey to take any action.
The State’s final constitutional
argument rested on the theory that
PASPA violates the Fifth Amendment
protections of the Due Process Clause
and Equal Protection Principles, specifically, that the exceptions within PASPA
are insufficient to survive rational basis
scrutiny. The Leagues challenged the
standing of the State to assert such a
claim on the theory that it is not a person
for purposes of Fifth Amendment analysis. Despite concerns over the State’s
standing, the District Court nevertheless
entertained the argument but ultimately
concluded that the reliance interests of
the excepted states, coupled with the government’s legitimate interest in stemming the tide of legalized sports
wagering, provided sufficient support for
upholding PASPA pursuant to rational
basis review.
The District Court granted summary judgment for the Leagues and held
that a permanent injunction was warranted. The State responded by filing
an expedited appeal with the Third Circuit.6 On appeal, the State first argued
that the Leagues lacked standing to bring
the case because they suffer no injury
from the State’s legalization of wagering
on the outcomes of their games.7 The
Leagues responded by claiming that they
have standing because their own games
are the subject of the 2012 Law, and,
further, that the 2012 Law would lead to
negative public perception of the
Leagues. The Third Circuit held that the
Leagues had standing in the case due to
the threat of reputational harm, particularly given the stigmatizing effect of having sporting contests associated with
gambling.
The State did not fare better with
respect to its arguments on the merits.
The Third Circuit addressed each of the
State’s constitutional arguments in turn,
each time siding with the District Court.
First, the Third Circuit held that PASPA
is within Congress’s Commerce Clause

powers. Specifically, the court concluded
that PASPA is aimed at an activity that
has substantial effects on interstate commerce. Next, the Third Circuit held that
PASPA does not impermissibly commandeer the states. In support of this
conclusion, the court explained that
PASPA lacks an affirmative command
that the states enact or carry out a federal scheme, but, rather, it operates simply as a law of pre-emption via the
Supremacy Clause. Finally, the court
held that the exceptions contained
within PASPA do not violate the equal
sovereignty of the states.
Following the Third Circuit’s affirmation of the District Court’s judgment,
the State petitioned the United States
Supreme Court for writ of certiorari,
which was denied in June 2014.8 As a
result, New Jersey went back to the legislative drawing board.
On October 17, 2014, the New Jersey
Legislature enacted SB 2460 (the “2014
Law”) (2014 N.J. Sess. Law Serv. Ch. 62,
codified at N.J.S.A. 5:12A-7 to A-9),
repealing the 2012 Law and other provisions of New Jersey law that prohibit
sports wagering in certain contexts.
Notably, the 2014 Law only repealed
these laws to the extent they applied to
sports wagering at a casino or racetrack
by persons 21 years of age or older.
Further, its repeals did not extend to
wagering on collegiate sporting events
that take place in New Jersey or sporting events in which any New Jersey college team participates. In enacting the
2014 Law, the New Jersey Legislature
stressed that the law implements the
Third Circuit’s decision in Christie I.
On October 20, 2014, in response to
the 2014 Law, the Leagues filed a complaint for declaratory judgment and
injunctive relief against the State in the
District Court (“Christie II”).9 While
Christie I addressed PASPA’s constitutionality, Christie II concerned the extent
to which PASPA preempted the 2014
Law. The State interpreted the Third
Circuit’s decision in Christie I to allow
New Jersey to partially repeal any existing laws that apply to sports wagering.

The Leagues insisted that the Third
Circuit’s decision required New Jersey to
either maintain its prohibitions or completely deregulate the field of sports
wagering.
The District Court shared the
Leagues’ view and read the Third Circuit’s decision in Christie I to hold that,
“anything outside of [maintaining prohibitions or completely deregulating the
field of sports wagering] would leave
states too much room to circumvent the
ultimate intent of Congress.”10 The District Court explained, while styled as a
partial repeal, the 2014 Law would have
the same primary effect of the 2012 Law
and, thus, go against PASPA’s goal of
banning sports wagering pursuant to
a state scheme. Further, the District
Court reasoned that New Jersey’s attempt
to allow sports wagering in only a limited context, coupled with New Jersey’s
history of attempts to circumvent
PASPA, led to the conclusion that the
2014 Law is in direct conflict with the
purpose and goal of PASPA. The District Court granted summary judgment
for the Leagues and held that the 2014
Law is invalid as preempted by PASPA.
Undeterred, the State appealed the
District Court’s decision.11 On appeal
before the Third Circuit, the State argued
that the 2014 Law does not constitute an
authorization in violation of PASPA and
that it is consistent with Christie I

A panel of the Third Circuit
affirmed the District Court’s Christie II
ruling in a divided opinion; however, that
decision was subsequently vacated on
October 14, 2015, upon the grant of a
petition for rehearing en banc. Sitting en
banc, the Third Circuit agreed with the
reasoning of the panel majority’s opinion and held that because PASPA, by its
terms, prohibits states from authorizing
by law sports wagering and because the
2014 Law does exactly that, the 2014
Law violates federal law. Further, the
Third Circuit clarified its Christie I
ruling, but reiterated that PASPA does
not commandeer the states in a way that
violates the Tenth Amendment.
The Third Circuit acknowledged
that the 2014 Law’s statutory purpose
was to legalize sports wagering in order
to revive New Jersey’s struggling casino
and racetrack industry. Aside from the
legislature’s purpose, the Third Circuit
provided three reasons why the 2014
Law impermissibly authorized sports
wagering. First, it explained that the
2014 Law authorizes casinos and racetracks to operate sports wagering while
other laws prohibit sports wagering by
all other entities. Second, it opined that
the 2014 Law authorizes sports wagering by selectively dictating where sports
wagering may occur, who may place
wagers, and which athletic contests are
permissible subjects for wagering.

“

The AGA estimates that legalized sports wagering
in the United States could support 152,000 new jobs, create an
estimated $26 billion in economic output and generate
up to $5.3 billion in tax revenue.
because the New Jersey Legislature effected a repeal, as Christie I specifically
permitted. The Leagues countered by
arguing that the 2014 Law violates
PASPA because it “authorizes by law”
sports wagering and also impermissibly
“licenses” the activity by confining the
repeal of gambling prohibitions to
licensed gambling facilities, i.e. casinos
and racetracks.12

”

Third, it opined that the 2014 Law
authorizing licensed casinos to conduct
sports wagering was remarkably similar
to the New Jersey exception language in
PASPA and since New Jersey did not
authorize the PASPA exception, the
2014 Law violated PASPA.
The Third Circuit also reaffirmed
its decision in Christie I that PASPA does

Continued on next page
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not unconstitutionally commandeer
the states; however, it explained that
the District Court’s conclusion
that PASPA presents states with
a binary choice – either maintain a
complete prohibition on sports
wagering or wholly repeal state
prohibitions – was incorrect.
Instead, it explained that PASPA
neither commands states to take
affirmative steps nor presents a
coercive binary choice. Rather, the
Third Circuit opined that PASPA
does not require states to take any
action at all. The Third Circuit
continued to find PASPA constitutional and affirmed the District Court’s
decision.
The State once again petitioned the
United States Supreme Court for writ of
certiorari, and on June 27, 2017, the
Supreme Court granted writ of certiorari
for Christie II. It is worth noting that five
other states, including West Virginia,
Louisiana, Arizona, Mississippi and Wisconsin, as well as the AGA, supported
New Jersey in amicus brief and urged the
Supreme Court to hear the case. This is
reflective, in part, of recent efforts to
reassess PASPA and its prohibitions on
state-sanctioned sports wagering. These
efforts exist at the state level, as discussed
above, as well as at the federal level.

II. Federal Legislative Movement

Recently, the AGA has increased its
efforts to repeal PASPA and give states
the opportunity to offer sports wagering
if they so choose. To that end, in April
2017 the AGA announced a new set of
policy principals outlining the casino
industry’s approach to legalized sports
wagering, which include deference to

“

The GAME Act provides
that individuals and
governmental entities would
not be subject to civil or
criminal liability under federal
law for engaging in a “gaming
activity,” through a gaming
facility, where the activity is
lawful under the law of the
state in which the activity
takes place.

”

states regarding the desirability of regulating sports wagering, ensuring the
integrity of sports wagering and sporting events themselves through state
licensing and regulation, and ensuring
that sports wagering operations are
transparent to law enforcement.
On May 25, 2017, the United States
House of Representatives Energy and
Commerce Committee released discussion
draft legislation, entitled the Gaming

Accountability and Modernization
Enhancement Act of 2017 (“GAME
Act”), which proposes to repeal
PASPA and is generally consistent
with the AGA’s policy principals.
The GAME Act provides that
individuals and governmental entities would not be subject to civil or
criminal liability under federal law
for engaging in a “gaming activity,”
through a gaming facility, where the
activity is lawful under the law of
the state in which the activity takes
place. “Gaming activity” includes, in
part, “in the case of a governmental
entity, sponsoring, operating, advertising, promoting, licensing, or authorizing by law or compact” sport wagering.
This exclusion from liability, however,
would only apply if the relevant state law
provides for consumer protections with
respect to the gaming activity that includes
the licensing of gaming facilities, reporting requirements to ensure that gaming
facilities are operating in a transparent
manner, appropriate safeguards to ensure
gambling is conducted responsibly and
appropriate mechanisms to ensure that
customer and gaming facility taxes are
reported and collected.
In addition, the AGA launched the
American Sports Betting Coalition (the
“ASBC”), an advocacy coalition to repeal
PASPA, on June 12, 2017. The ASBC
brings together law enforcement officials,
states’ rights advocates, policymakers and
industry leaders in hopes of pushing for
legislative action in Washington. The
coalition includes an advisory council of
law enforcement and state and local
elected officials to solicit input as
stakeholders attempt to craft a legislative
solution.

See National Collegiate Athletic Ass’n v. Governor of New Jersey, 926 F.Supp.2d 551 (D.N.J. 2013).
See 730 F.3d 208 (3d Cir. 2013).
7
The issue of standing was also addressed at the district court level, with the District Court concluding that the Leagues had standing.
8
See National Collegiate Athletic Ass’n v. Governor of New Jersey, 134 S.Ct. 2866 (2014).
9
See National Collegiate Athletic Ass’n v. Christie, 61 F.Supp.3d 488 (D.N.J. 2014).
10
Id. at 504 (emphasis in original).
11
See National Collegiate Athletic Ass’n v. Governor of New Jersey, 799 F.3d 259 (3d Cir. 2015).
12
832 F.3d 389 at 395.
13
See https://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/14/opinion/nba-commissioner-adam-silver-legalize-sports-betting.html
5
6
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III. Conclusion

New Jersey faces long odds in the
Supreme Court, but it is not alone in its
battle. Nine other states (California,
Connecticut, Maryland, Michigan,
Mississippi, New York, Pennsylvania,
South Carolina and West Virginia) have
enacted or are considering the enactment of legislation to authorize sports
wagering in the event New Jersey is successful or federal law is changed. We will
know the decision of the Supreme Court
soon. Neither a victory nor a defeat will
be the end of the matter. If successful,
federal legislation is virtually assured. If
unsuccessful, federal legislation may still
occur, thanks to the efforts of the AGA
and others who are making a compelling
case for legalization. One such person is
Adam Silver, Commissioner of the National Basketball Association, who, in a
November 13, 2014, Op-Ed in the New
York Times, said:

But despite legal restrictions,
sports betting is widespread. It is a
thriving underground business
that operates free from regulation
or oversight. Because there are few
legal options available, those who
wish to bet resort to illicit
bookmaking operations and shady
offshore websites…. Times have
changed since Paspa (sic) was
enacted.
Gambling
has
increasingly become a popular and
accepted form of entertainment in
the United States. Most states offer
lotteries. Over half of them have
legal casinos. Three have approved
some form of Internet gambling,
with others poised to follow….
Outside of the United States,
sports betting and other forms of
gambling are popular, widely legal
and subject to regulation. In
England, for example, a sports bet

can be placed on a smartphone, at a
stadium kiosk or even using a
television remote control….In
light of these domestic and global
trends, the laws on sports betting
should be changed. Congress
should adopt a federal framework
that allows states to authorize
betting on professional sports,
subject to strict regulatory
requirements and technological
safeguards.13

That was almost three years ago, and
there has been no change in federal law.
One thing we know for sure is that
regardless of what happens in the
Supreme Court or with federal law, football fans will surely wager another $92
billion dollars this Fall on NFL and
collegiate contests. The only question is
whether it will continue to be unregulated, untaxed and unlawful. ♣
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>> UPDATE: LOTTERY

with the “eddie tipton situation” over,
what happens now?
By Daniel Russell

B

y the time you are reading this magazine Eddie Tipton, a former cyber
security expert for the Multi-State
Lottery Association (MUSL), will likely be
sitting in an Iowa prison cell for a period of
up to 25 years. The facts of how the lottery
industry in general, and MUSL in particular,
got to this point are now solidified. The only
questions now involve how the industry
can work to ensure that something like this
never happens again.
12
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What Happened Back Then?

Beginning around 2005 Mr. Tipton discovered that he was able to embed
a program into the lottery software which allowed him to predict the outcome of lottery drawings. He effectively removed the “random” component from the random number generator to the tune of millions of dollars
for his friends and relatives in multiple states.
What began as five and six-figure lottery winnings for friends and
family expanded over the years. Mr. Tipton’s attempt to cash a Hot Lotto
ticket valued at more than $14 million at an Iowa convenience store ultimately led to his scheme being uncovered. Video surveillance from the store
showed a man with a strong resemblance of Mr. Tipton purchasing the
ticket and an investigation into the “Ocean’s 11-esque” attempts to cash the

ticket, which included a Canadian man’s
attempt to cash the ticket via telephone and a
law firm’s attempt to cash the ticket in-person
two hours before it expired on behalf of an
anonymous trust, ultimately led to the unraveling of the entire scheme.
By June of 2017 Mr. Tipton has pleaded
guilty, along with his brother Tommy Tipton
and friend Robert Rhodes. They will pay
millions in restitution, in addition to serving
significant time behind bars.

Iowa Lottery’s Reaction

Although Mr. Tipton’s fraud on the lottery
industry via MUSL impacted a number of
states, Iowa, where MUSL is located and where
the largest known fraudulent activity took
place, is considered the epicenter of this matter.
As would be expected, officials with the Iowa
Lottery have stated that they will work to
tighten security measures while also defending
the Lottery’s integrity.
The Des Moines Register and other news
outlets have focused heavily on the Lottery’s
issues, attempted solutions and other ongoing
security risks. Reports from the State Ombudsman’s office identified more than 100 cases over
a two-year period involving gaming related
improprieties by retailers. These improprieties
included situations such as micro-scratching of
instant tickets, a known issue in the lottery
industry where retailers expose just enough of
the underlying ticket to determine if it is a winner or loser. Retailers will then keep and cash all
the winning tickets and sell the non-winning
tickets to unsuspecting customers.1

Lottery vs. Casino

The gaming industry as a whole depends upon
one simple premise – the customers must
believe that the game they are playing is not
rigged against them and they have a legitimate
chance to win. Without this basic premise, the
gaming industry cannot exist. We all know that
“the house always wins” in the long term, but in
the short term a regular person (for example
someone other than a relative of Mr. Tipton)
has to be able to win.

“

The gaming industry
as a whole depends upon
one simple premise –
the customers must believe
that the game they are playing
is not rigged against them
and they have a legitimate
chance to win. Without this
basic premise, the gaming
industry cannot exist.

”

It is undeniable that efforts from the gaming industry to ensure the sanctity of its games
are significant. Casino regulations require properties spend millions to ensure that slot
machine software is legitimate, that table game
operations operate only under surveillance, and
that casino employees are licensed and background checked before ever setting foot on the
gaming floor.
While the lottery industry also spends significant sums on security, there is obviously a
breakdown if a single person, Mr. Tipton, had
the ability to write code that broke the basic
model of the lottery – no one should know the
outcome of future drawings. Mr. Tipton’s
brother was investigated by the FBI in relation
to potential fraud connected to lottery winnings almost 10 years before the Hot Lotto
incident was uncovered.2 It seems that MUSL
and some State Lotteries are not doing enough
to ensure the integrity of the games.

Dan Russell

Dan Russell is special counsel
in Jones Walker LLP and his
practice focuses on civil and
administrative litigation,
gaming, and governmental
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General Counsel of the Florida
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billion operations. In addition to
handling procurements, bid
protests, state and federal
litigation, and other legal
matters for the Lottery,
Mr. Russell spearheaded the
creation of Florida’s Lottery
Retailer Integrity Program.

United States Senate Investigation
of MUSL

It has now risen to the point where the United
States Senate is investigating what is going on
in the wake of these scandals.3 Senator John
Thune, Chairman of the Senate Committee on
Commerce, Science, and Transportation issued
a letter to MUSL which included the following
requests:
Given their popularity and the large
sums of money involved, recent allegations of fraud in multi-state lottery games

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page
raise serious concerns. According
to authorities, a lottery vendor who
served as the security director for
MUSL manipulated drawings by
installing software code into the
random number generators used
by MUSL to select winning numbers that allowed him to “predict”
winning numbers on specific days
of the year. Six multi-million
dollar prizes have been linked to
the accused lottery vendor…
Other than seeking new leadership,
it is unclear what additional measures
MUSL is implementing to provide effective oversight to ensure the integrity of
lottery games. Indeed, some have suggested that the excitement about increasingly large jackpots has eclipsed reports
of insider fraud and what MUSL is
doing to address the issue. Therefore
pursuant to the Committee’s oversight
responsibilities, please provide responses
to the following:

How has MUSL resolved the
instances of prior lottery vendor
fraud? What specific fraud-reduction
policies, including but not limited to
enhanced security of random number
generators, has MUSL implemented
since the jackpot rigging scandal to
ensure that competition in multi-state
lotteries is free from fraud?

1.

Did MUSL conduct an internal
investigation of the incidents?
What were the results of the investigation? Please provide any report issued.

2.

How is MUSL providing assurance of the integrity of its games
to customers?

3.
4.

Does MUSL anticipate any further
changes to the Powerball game

“

As suggested
by Senator Thune,
the jackpots in the American
lottery industry are growing
to unimaginable levels,
some in excess of $1 billion.
If Mr. Tipton was willing to
risk his freedom for a few
million dollars, what might
someone attempt for more
than a $1 billion?

”

rules? If so, please provide a description
of such changes.

While the response to this letter
from Senator Thune does not appear to
be publicly available, suffice it to say that
if the United States Senate thinks more
should be done, the industry should be
inclined to agree.

What Happens Now?

The specifics of what each State Lottery
should do to further protect itself vary
from state to state. One can imagine that
the Rhode Island Lottery’s ability to hire

experts and conduct investigations is
rather limited in comparison to that of
the California, Florida or New York Lottery. That being said, the basic principles
of gaming security always apply: lottery
employees and retailers should undergo
mandatory background checks, any
gaming technology should be regularly
audited by independent firms, and no
manual drawing should ever take place
without the participation of at least two
licensed employees. A further suggestion
to any lottery director would be to
review Senator Thune’s letter and work
within the agency to ensure that compliance and integrity of the operation are
always placed at a level of importance
above sales revenues.
One would hope that Mr. Tipton
could work to assist MUSL and other
State Lotteries to prevent this type of
fraud in the future, much like Frank Abagnale assisted the FBI as featured in Catch
Me If You Can, but only time will tell.
As suggested by Senator Thune, the
jackpots in the American lottery industry are growing to unimaginable levels,
some in excess of $1 billion. If Mr.
Tipton was willing to risk his freedom
for a few million dollars, what might
someone attempt for more than a $1
billion? ♣

http://www.desmoinesregister.com/story/news/investigations/2017/06/05/iowa-lottery-takes-pass-fixes-stop-fraud-blame-money-critics-say/305961001/.
http://www.desmoinesregister.com/story/news/crime-and-courts/2017/06/19/fbi-missed-rigged-jackpot-2006-before-lottery-scheme-grew/408496001/.
3
https://www.commerce.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/16d4da06-8960-44ab-a836-b05f23db5f56/69CB7B7A2983C7DF6086D7F63F19BD89.jrt-letter-tomusl-re-lottery-integrity.pdf.
1
2
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>> UPDATE: INTERNET GAMING

vIrtual CurrenCIes
Blockchain and Bitcoin Impact on iGaming enforcement
By Mark Balestra

E

leven years have passed since President Bush signed
into law the Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement
Act (UIGEA), and for the most part it has been
an effective policy. The so-called Blockchain gambling phenomenon, however, could threaten the status quo.
For years one of the most cumbersome hurdles for passing
a ban in Congress was convincing potential supporters that prohibition was enforceable. Dating back to the mid nineties both
chambers repeatedly rejected precursory legislative proposals
that sought to penalize Internet Service Providers (ISP) as well
as versions that would have imposed criminal liability on the
casual bettor. But in 2002, US Representatives. James Leach and
John LaFalce introduced a game-changer with a ban to be
enforced through regulations imposed on those entities that
facilitate the transfer of funds between online gambling sites and
their customers. From that point on, proposals to prohibit online
gambling consistently focused on funding mechanisms, and the

breakthrough came in 2006 when Representative Bill Frist
piggybacked UIGEA onto an anti-terrorism bill that was
jammed through Congress in the dead of night.
UIGEA’s enforcement mechanisms were relatively palatable
solutions because banking institutions were already accustomed
to stringent regulation. For an industry reliant on its ability to
monitor the movement of funds and identify the parties to transactions, cutting off the flow of money to and from online gambling sites wasn’t too much to ask. In fact, credit card issuers and
merchants—repulsed by iGaming’s extraordinarily high chargeback rates and under the threat of legal action by the Department of Justice—were already voluntarily flagging and blocking
iGaming transactions by the time UIGEA finally passed.
Financial institutions can block funding for iGaming in large
part because the transactions are funneled through necessary
third parties and are consequently traceable. But what if you were
to decentralize the flow of money in the iGaming space? What
if you decentralized the movement of data in general?
Continued on next page
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Enter the Blockchain. The concept
can be as complicated or as simple as you
want to make it, but essentially a
Blockchain is a distributed database that
functions as a continuously growing set of
records (aka “blocks”). The technology enables the secure transfer of data throughout peer-to-peer networks with verification
executed through smart contracts.
With Blockchain-based virtual currency (“cryptocurrency”), both parties to a
financial transaction can verify it without
needing a trusted authority or central
server. Instead of all funds being funneled
through third parties that enable financial
transactions, money flows directly from
the payor to the recipient, who has immediate access to the funds. This presents a
major problem for UIGEA enforcement
because the regulations apply primarily to
the third-party facilitators that no longer
exist.
Blockchain technology materialized
in 2009 with the arrival of Bitcoin, which
remains a standard among cryptocurrencies. But even though Bitcoin is now
accepted worldwide by businesses of all
types and sizes (including brick-andmortar merchants), its adoption in the
tightly regulated gambling space has been
tentative because of the anonymous nature
of the transactions. While its convenience,
security and cost effectiveness show promise, its use presents challenges for controlling money laundering and underage
gambling.
Bitcoin-based gambling websites
licensed in offshore jurisdictions—or not
regulated at all—have nevertheless entered
the market and are growing increasingly
popular. As was the case with online gambling in general, the highly regulated
industry must beat them or join them.
And for the reasons stated above, beating
them (i.e. blocking access to Bitcoin gambling sites) seems like an unattainable end.
The United Kingdom Gambling
Commission (UKGC) saw the writing on
the wall and adapted its rules accordingly.
On October 31, 2016, the UKGC implemented updates to Section 5.1.1 of its
license conditions to add “digital curren16 AMERICAN GAMING LAWYER • AUTUMN 2017

“

With Blockchain-based virtual
currency (“cryptocurrency”),
both parties to a financial
transaction can verify it without
needing a trusted authority or
central server. Instead of all
funds being funneled through
third parties that enable financial
transactions, money flows
directly from the payor to the
recipient, who has immediate
access to the funds.

”

cies” to its list of allowable cash equivalents. Now, customers of William Hill,
Paddy Power, Bet365 and other UKlicensed sports books can fund their accounts
– and receive payouts – using Bitcoin.
Meanwhile, sites that are not licensed by the
UKGC are not authorized to provide Bitcoin-gambling to UK customers.
The United Kingdom is not the only
European jurisdiction to allow the use of
cryptocurrencies in the online gambling
space. The Isle of Man’s Gambling Supervision Commission approved cryptocurrency earlier in 2016. And as part of a
national strategy currently under development, the Malta Gaming Authority has
commissioned a study that will propose a
legal and regulatory framework for allowing its online gambling licensees to deal in
virtual currencies.
Conversely, Turkey has banned cryptocurrency gambling altogether through
a law that expressly prohibits operating
the sites as well as gambling on them. And
in most prohibitive jurisdictions, existing
laws banning Internet gambling can be
interpreted to extend to sites dealing with
cryptocurrency.

In the United States, the language of
31 U.S.C. § 5363 (the section of UIGEA
that prohibits “acceptance of any financial
instrument for unlawful Internet gambling”) is probably broad enough to apply
to cryptocurrencies.
Despite the utility of existing online
gambling laws drafted in anticipation of
unforeseen innovations, however, the
enforcement issue looms large. Perhaps a
glimmer of hope for law enforcement lies
in targeting inchoate offenses on the basis
that it takes human action to bring the
technology to market as well as to steer
users toward it. It is conceivable that one
who facilitates technology designed to
enable cryptocurrency transactions for
gambling can be charged with conspiring
to establish an unlawful enterprise (akin
to going after the supplier rather than the
operator). But, could prosecutors overcome the burden of proving that such
versatile technology was indeed intended
for gambling purposes?
Another means of enforcement could
be prosecuting the human reporter who
verifies the transactions on an aiding and
abetting theory, but what if this person is
outside the United States? Unlike conventional online transaction processing, which
at some point requires a financial facility to
deliver the funds to the gambler, cryptocurrency can be injected into the market
from anywhere and is accessible to anyone
with an Internet connection.
Most striking is that nailing the person who poisoned the stream doesn’t eliminate the poison. Once open-source
software enters the market, it is virtually
there to stay, and the so-called bad actor
becomes inconsequential.
Further, as to be expected, enforcement won’t get any easier with the advancement of Blockchain technology. The
use of Bitcoin and similar cryptocurrencies for gambling is at least confined to
non-house-booked games, but the next
generation of cryptocurrency accommodates house-booked games without needing a centrally located operator. Whereas
Bitcoin gambling sites enable gambling on
events with outcomes determined externally – namely sports —Ethereum enables

the use of pseudorandom number generatorbased gambling software that exits entirely on
Blockchains.
Decentralized gambling platforms like this
could dramatically change the online gambling
industry. The DAO.casino protocol, for example,
seeks to replace “traditional” centralized online
casinos with gambling systems based on collaborative participation of multiple parties. The participants would be compensated in DAO.casino’s
native Ethereum-based cryptocurrency, which
floated on June 29, 2017. Independent developers
would provide the games as well as the smart contracts that facilitate the transactions, while platform operators would provide the front ends
through which players would access the games.
The system also relies on individual participants
to bankroll the games. Each participant would
receive a predetermined cut of the tokens accumulated by game contracts immediately upon
completion of each game. Additionally, if applicable, a referrer (i.e. affiliate) would receive a portion
for acquiring the player. The system supports various Etherium clients, including Metamask, Parity,
Mist, or MyEtherWallet.
From a consumer standpoint, the key component of smart contracts and cryptocurrencies is
the elimination of the need for trust. Theoretically,
there can be no fraudulent casino operator if the
casino operator does not exist. Thus, eliminating
the third parties who are relied upon to be fair and
honest eliminates the potential for being cheated.
It is worth noting, however, that cryptocurrencies are not bulletproof. This was illustrated on
July 17, 2017, when hackers altered the code on
CoinDash’s website, essentially steering at least $6
million of funding for its Initial Coin Offering to a
fraudulent Ethereum address. The incident fueled
conspiracy theorists, who speculated that the “hack”
was a scam perpetrated by CoinDash. Naturally,
such occurrences can rattle consumer confidence.
Also cause for concern is the volatility of cryptocurrency markets. In June 2017, a multimilliondollar sell on the GDAX Ethereum exchange
triggered hundreds of automatic stop loss orders,
resulting in the price of Ethereum plummeting
from $317 to as low as $0.10 in a matter of seconds.
Ethereum rebounded quickly, but the crash illustrates the riskiness of dealing in new markets.
Nevertheless, Blockchain technology appears
to be the future of commerce, and the aforementioned incidents from 30,000 feet look much more
like hiccups then roadblocks.

So where does this leave the US gambling
industry? As it stands, US law is not clear on
Blockchain gambling. No law explicitly prohibits
persons located in the US from taking part in it.
While UIGEA appears broad enough to apply,
nowhere does US law deem cryptocurrencies to
be legal currencies. UIGEA applies to “designated
payment systems,” which it defines as “any system
utilized by a financial transaction provider that the
Secretary and the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System, in consultation with the
Attorney General, jointly determine, by regulation or order, could be utilized in connection with,
or to facilitate, any restricted transaction.” To date,
cryptocurrency has been the subject of no such
determination. Likewise, the execution of smart
contracts does not require a “financial transaction
provider,” as defined by UIGEA. Digging further,
Blockchain technology yields financial instrumentation that doesn’t fit neatly under any of the
laws that the UIGEA draws upon (the Electronic
Fund Transfer Act, The Uniform Commercial
Code and others) for clarification.
More importantly though is the issue of
where gambling law lands once there’s been time
to catch up with technology. Even if it were
deemed that funding gambling activity with cryptocurrencies does not run afoul of UIGEA, the
Act could be amended accordingly. But, what will
the states that have authorized Internet gambling
(per UIGEA exemption) do with Blockchain technology? Consumer protection is of paramount
importance in the regulation of gambling in the
United States, and with that, the entry of
Blockchain technology into the gambling space is
a double-edged sword. On the one hand, the elimination of potentially fraudulent activity comports
with high standards for consumer protection. On
the other, it is difficult to imagine how US regulators would deal with a depleted toolbox when it
comes to Know Your Customer (KYC) demands
and problem gambling safeguards.
Perhaps whether US jurisdictions elect to
approve the use of cryptocurrencies in the gambling space will come down to whether Blockchain
gambling sites can be blocked and, if not, whether
they pose a threat to the US-regulated online gambling industry. The latter seems likely, while the
former remains to be seen. If Blockchain technology is the force that it is believed to be—and there
is little, if any, reason to believe that it is not—
then its approval in the United States is virtually
inevitable. ♣
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>> JURISDICTIONAL UPDATE: EU
the 4th anti-Money-laundering Directive:

european efforts to halt
the laundromat
Schuetz
ByByDr.Richard
Matthias
Spitz and Jessica Maier

I

n 2016, FinCEN’s $12 million fine
against a sportsbook operator for
“systemic and egregious violations of
anti-money laundering rules”1 and the
overall increased enforcement activity of
authorities in the US and EU2 for AML
compliance related shortcomings might
have started ringing a number of alarm
bells within the gambling industry.
European regulators, such as the Gambling Commission that regulates gambling in Great Britain, have just recently
warned the gambling industry again of
risks arising from non-compliance with
AML standards.3 The timing of the
Gambling Commission’s announcement
concurred with the entering into force of
new European laws on AML: EU Member States have been expected to transpose the 4th Anti-Money-Laundering
Directive of the EU4 (the ‘4AMLD’) into
national laws by end of June 2017 –
which also includes broader requirements
impacting on the gambling industry. As a
consequence, (non-) compliance of gambling operations with AML requirements
promises to attract even greater attention
of European watchdogs over the next
years. Are similar headlines and fines like
the ones in the US soon to become regular features in industry news reports on
European gambling operations that have
neglected their AML obligations? They

18
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might be on the horizon. This article
will give a “helicopter view” on some
of the key aspects of the 4AMLD and
pick out national AML legislation in
Germany as an example for an implementation of the 4AMLD including an
overview of the new compliance requirements and risks that companies targeting
the German market may be facing.

Part 1: The EU level
Background
Adopting the 4AMLD in May 2015 certainly was a huge step forward in improving the effectiveness of the EU’s efforts to
fight money laundering (‘ML’) and to prevent the financing of terrorism (‘TF’). In
fact, the terrorist attacks that have
scourged several European cities over the
past years but also the revelations of the
so-called “Panama Papers” have raised

awareness at EU level that it is necessary to act forcefully against ML and TF.
The 4AMLD is further based on guidance
provided by the Financial Action Task
Force (the ‘FATF’) as it includes the 40
recommendations of the FATF to prevent
ML and TF as per the revised FATF
recommendations of February 20125. For
example, the FATF has recommended to
subject bricks-and-mortar as well as online
casinos to obtain licenses and to apply
stringent customer due diligence above a
customer transaction threshold of $3,000.6

Gambling operations as
obliged entities
The subjects of the 4AMLD are referred to as
“obliged entities;” not only financial institutions
and payment services providers but also a wide
range of designated providers of services from
the non-financial sector are listed as obliged entities. With regard to the gambling sector, the
4AMLD has considerably increased the range
of obliged entities from casinos (as per the preceding 3rd AML Directive) to essentially all
“providers of gambling services.” A gambling
service is defined as “a service which involves
wagering a stake with monetary value in games of
chance, including those with an element of skill such
as lotteries, casino games, poker games and betting
transactions that are provided at a physical location,
or by any means at a distance, by electronic means or
any other technology for facilitating communication,
and at the individual request of a recipient of services” (Art. 3(14) 4AML). Remarkably, this might
be the first legally binding, pan-European defi-

nition of gambling. Still, EU Member States
may choose to exclude certain gambling services (with the exception of casino operations)
from the scope of national laws transposing the
4AMLD if they can prove that due to the nature and scale, the operation of the gambling
services in question involves a low ML risk.
Risk-based approach
A key element of the 4AMLD is the so-called
“risk-based approach” to AML. While the 3rd
AML Directive provided a listing of predefined
situations which were considered to involve a
low to high ML risk, the 4AMLD follows a
more dynamic approach in that ML and TF
have to be assessed and mitigated at several
levels, starting with a supranational assessment
of the European Commission, over the Member States’ level down to individual businesses
that are subject to AML regulation.
Continued on next page
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“

European regulators, such as
the Gambling Commission that
regulates gambling in Great Britain,
have just recently warned the gambling
industry again of risks arising from
non-compliance with AML standards.
The timing of the Gambling
Commission’s announcement
concurred with the entering into
force of new European laws on AML:
EU Member States have been
expected to transpose the
4th Anti-Money-Laundering
Directive of the EU4
(the ‘4AMLD’) into national
laws by end of June 2017 –
which also includes broader
requirements impacting the
gambling industry.

”

Continued from previous page

At the EU level, the 4AMLD
addresses the ‘ESAs’ – yet another of
the many acronyms in the Directive
which, however, does not refer to the
European Space Agency but the many
‘European Supervisory Agencies’, which
include the Commission and further
supervisory authorities for the banking,
insurance and securities sector. These
agencies are instructed to complement
the annual risk report of the European
Commission. Further, they must design
implementation guidelines and regulatory technical standards detailing, for
example, conditions and tasks of central
contact points as well as the risk-based
supervision through the responsible
national authorities.

At the same time the EU aims at
harmonizing AML laws between the
Member States, albeit the 4AMLD only
prescribing minimum standards for the
harmonization, meaning that the Member States are allowed to initiate stricter
rules.
At national level, the so-called
“Transparency Register” is a novelty
which the Member States must implement to enhance the transparency of
transactions. In this central register,
details and general information about
the economic beneficiaries of a transaction or entity have to be registered. This
includes all individuals that hold a

minimum of 25% shareholding
in a company. The 4AMLD
requires the register to be open
to authorities and everyone who
has a legitimate interest (specifically journalists).
At company level, those
that fall within the scope of national
AML laws in terms of being obliged
entities, which includes gambling operators, will have to conduct a risk analysis
of their business and implement appropriate risk mitigation measures. These
measures include risk management
practices (such as internal AML policies), customer due diligence processes
(commonly referred to as “Know Your
Customer” – KYC), reporting of suspicious transactions to the supervisory
authority, record-keeping and compliance management which may also comprise the obligation to appoint a
compliance officer at management level.

https://www.fincen.gov/news/news-releases/fincen-fines-cantor-gaming-12-million-egregious-and-systemic-violations-anti.
e.g. the Gambling Commission’s investigations into historical weaknesses in the AML controls used by Gala Coral Group Ltd t/a Coral Racing Limited and Coral
Interactive (Gibraltar) Limited http://www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/PDF/public-statements/Gala-Coral-Public-Statement-April-2016.pdf.
3
http://www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/news-action-and-statistics/news/2017/Commission-urges-operators-to-review-when-customer-identity-checks-are-made.aspx.
4
Directive (EU) 2015/849 of 20 May 2015 on the prevention of the use of the financial system for the purposes of money laundering or terrorist financing.
5
FATF, International Standards on Combating Money Laundering and the Financing of Terrorism & Proliferation – The FATF Recommendations, February 2012.
6
The FATF Recommendations, recommendation no. 22 and interpretative note to no. 22.
7
http://www.mga.org.mt/fiau-announces-extension-consultation-period-application-anti-money-laundering-countering-funding-terrorism-obligations-remotegaming-sector/.
8
Supranational Risk Assessment Report of 26 June 2017, COM(2017) 340 final.
1
2

As of March 10, 2016.
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Sanctions
The rather severe tightening of requirements
to sanctions that Members States must impose
certainly demonstrates the EU’s determination
to combat ML and TF. As an example of the
significant amounts of sanctions that may hit
non-compliant credit and financial institutions,
it is stipulated that fines may reach up to €5 million or, more severely, up to 10 percent of the
total annual turnover.

Part 2: The implementation
at national level – the federal
AML Act of Germany

In Germany, AML legislation lies within the
competence of the Federal Government, and
the law implementing 4AMLD has been rushed
by the responsible department, the Federal
Ministry of Finance, to come into force just in
time on 26th of June 2017. Other EU Member
States, like e.g. Malta, did not adhere to the EU
deadline for transposing the 4AMLD but seemingly allowed themselves to prepare the new law
more diligently.7
Following the concept of the 4AMLD, the
AML Act of Germany applies to providers of
gambling services – however, with some interesting exceptions: (1) land-based lottery operations, (2) slot machine gambling in arcade halls
(i.e. outside casinos) and (3) retail outlets of
horse race betting. The justification for the total
exclusion from the scope of the AML Act
appears rather thin: The Federal Government
claims that the product-related risks are rather
low; however, organizational risks arising from
those types of gambling operations, including the risk of ownership in these operations
being subverted by organized crime, have seemingly not been evaluated. While we do not wish
more red tape to affect these gambling sectors,
it is clear that the German AML Act is inconsistent in this respect – even more so now that
the European Commission, unsurprisingly, has
rated operating slot machine gambling as
“moderate risk” activity in its first risk assessment8, i.e. as an activity that cannot be exempted
from AML requirements. This acts as an
example of why the harmonization effort of
the EU in relation to AML standards is at risk

of ending up as one big patchwork regulation.
The requirements to internal safeguards
against ML and TF under the AML Act mirror
those of the 4AMLD and specifically include:
■ Conducting a risk analysis at company level
and implementing a risk management on
the basis thereof;
■ Appointment of an AML officer and a
deputy;
■ Vetting and training of the staff;

■ Establishing of record-keeping
(5 years) and procedures for suspicious
transaction reporting; and

■ Customer due diligence which
is conditional on a transaction threshold of
€2,000 in land-based gambling.

With regard to the latter, the German
AML laws provide for specific KYC requirements to operators of remote gambling.
Customers must be identified regardless of a
particular threshold before a player account
may be opened. Further, qualified means of
identity verification, such as video identification
or database match against data from previously undertaken face-to-face verification have
to be applied in the KYC process.
The sanctions at national level again mirror
the severity prescribed at EU level in establishing fines up to €1 million and allowing for the
skimming of profits. German regulators
have already indicated that they intend to
enforce AML obligations against operators of
remote gambling more stringently as a consequence of the 4AMLD.
It is therefore recommendable for gambling
companies that operate across the EU to review
and familiarize themselves with the AML laws
implementing the 4AMLD in each European
jurisdiction, to conduct a risk analysis of their
business and, where necessary, to make adjustments to the company’s compliance management and KYC measures. ♣
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CYPrus

the Mediterranean’s new Casino Market
By Alexia C. Couccoullis
to be created within the next years in
Cyprus constitutes a significant part of
the current government’s plans aiming
to stimulate the Republic’s recovering
Eurozone economy. However, the casino
project is expected to be successful.
Cyprus experienced a financial crisis expected in 2017 with an also expected
Cyprus passed legislation legalizin 2013, with many of its top banks left increase in tourism revenue.
ing casino gaming in 2015, thus creatinsolvent, and it was forced to negotiCyprus did not have any casinos in ing a license for a single main casino
ate a painful bailout with international the past and the previous government resort, as well as “four smaller satellite
creditors. However, since then it has re- had vowed to never allow a casino for projects and slots parlors.” Under Law
covered, with the imposition of austerity social reasons; however, the financial 124(l)/2015, casino gambling in Cyprus
measures in exchange for a loan of 10 crisis of 2013 prompted the current was regulated with the establishment
billion Euros from the IMF and the government to perceive the casino sec- of a National Gaming and Casino
EU. The Cypriot economy grew by tor as a way to attract investment. Supervision Commission (NGCSC)
Jason
Glenn
Light,complex
Mary Tran
Karl
Rutledge
2.8% in 2016 and a similarBy
growth
rateBacigalupi,
is Therefore,
the casino
that isandwith
seven
(7) members. Under the said

A

very important market in the games of chance sector opens with the
new casino that will be built within the next years in the Republic of
Cyprus. This undoubtedly constitutes a very interesting development
in the Eastern Mediterranean gaming market that will change the landscape
of this market as we know it.
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law only one casino will open in a period not
exceeding 15 years from the date of issuance
of the first casino resort license. The casino
license allows for the operation of a casino resort
for thirty (30) years, with a monopoly for the
first fifteen (15) years; therefore, no other
casinos will be allowed to open within the first
fifteen (15) years.
The integrated casino resort license shall
concern the development, operation and maintenance of an integrated casino resort as a whole
and not for the casino alone, under conditions,
considered necessary by the NGCSC. The licensee’s annual license fees are due each year;
for the first four (4) years following the date
of grant of the license the fee amounts to
€2,500,000 and after the first four (4) years
and until the eight (8th) year it amounts in
€5,000,000.
It is possible that VLTs may also be licensed
and the state lottery may be privatized. Any person can supply gaming machines or gaming test
services to the casino, and the operator is permitted to be supplied with gaming machines
or gaming test services if that supplier of
gaming equipment or gaming test services
holds a valid gaming supplier license from the
NGCSC or is exempted from this requirement by the latter.
Moreover, the casino resort operator shall
be permitted to develop and operate up to four
(4) satellite casino premises not counting the
casino resort, with a maximum of fifty (50)
gaming machines in each of them and five (5)
gaming tables in one (1) of them. The satellite
casinos will be placed in different districts of
Cyprus selected by the operator and at locations different from the district where the
casino resort is located; moreover, the satellite
casino premises will be operated in support of
the operation of the integrated casino resort.
Two years after the entry into force of
the said law, on Monday, June 26, 2017,
Cyprus signed a “landmark deal” for the construction of what is perceived as “Europe’s
biggest casino”, or better, an “integrated
casino resort, the only one of its kind in Europe.” In order to accomplish this grand objective, Cyprus backed proposals from a
consortium of Hong Kong-based Melco In-

ternational, the US’ Hard Rock (initially) and
local firm CNS Group to build the casino resort at Limassol.
Melco, one of the oldest companies in
Hong Kong, is owned by billionaire businessman Lawrence Ho. The company has until
now concentrated on Macau, Hong Kong and
the Philippines. On the other hand, Cyprus
Phassouri (Zakaki) Limited (“CPZL”), is a
member of the CNS Group conducting real
estate, telecommunications, dairy, large scale
farming, export and mining in Cyprus and so
on; it also owns hotels in Greece and the AKS
Annabelle Beach Resort in Crete.
Melco International Development Ltd
assumed the majority stake of 70.74% shareholding of the integrated casino resort project
in Cyprus, with the agreement to purchase Hard
Rock’s interest in the project company. According to a Melco press release, the company
initially held 35.37% of the project company;
however, it has agreed with Hard Rock to purchase its interest, completion of which is subject
to the approval of the Cypriot government. The
remaining 29.26% belongs to CPZL.
The acquisition of Hard Rock’s stake by
Melco International Development Ltd took
place only a few hours after the agreement on
the operation of the casino was signed. According to the consortium, the casino plans will
not change and the completion of the project
will be accelerated. According to chief gaming officer, of the consortium of Melco International Development Ltd, Seminole HR
Holdings LLC, the Cypriot Government was
informed about the acquisition through NGCSC
at a meeting called by the consortium immediately after the end of the ceremony following
the signing of the agreement. According to
the chief gaming officer, of the consortium of
Melco, the consortium did not inform the government earlier as the decision to buy Hard
Rock’s stake in the casino was finalized a little
before signing the deal. According to the chief
gaming officer of the consortium of Melco:
“...we went directly ensuring the successful implementation of the project and this development is part of a larger Melco global
restructuring.” He also stressed that the invest-
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“

Apart from the casino resort that will be ready by 2019
or 2020, an interim casino will operate in Limassol and
four (4) smaller satellite casinos in Nicosia, Larnaca, Famagusta
and Paphos will operate in early 2018.

”

Continued from previous page

ment in Cyprus “is a top priority for
Melco” and that with the existence of
only one casino manager, the decisionmaking process and the pace of implementation of the project will be faster
without varying the consortium’s
plans. The director of the CNS Group
described this development as “very positive,” agreeing with the chief gaming officer of the consortium of Melco that it
will speed up the process.
According to director of the CNS
Group, in the coming days the consortium will formally submit an application for approval of the shareholding
change of the consortium to the
NGCSC, with the Chairman of the latter saying that the change in the shareholding structure of the joint venture
is subject to approval by the NGCSC,
adding that so far there is nothing particularly worrying about the operation. “We
have to look at the reasons for the acquisition and decide accordingly,” he said and
concluded, noting that the NGCSC
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should be satisfied that the acquisition
would not affect the course of the project. Noted that under the applicable law
the shareholder of the integrated casino
resort operator company will be able to
transfer, dispose of or convert any part
of his stake if the stake proposed to be
transferred is equal to or greater than ten
percent (10%) of the equity and/or total
votes attached to all voting shares in the
operator following written approval by
the NGCSC.
The contract was signed at the
Filoxenia Conference Centre among
the NGCSC and chief gaming officer
of the consortium of Melco who also
said that the resort would be built by
late 2019 or by the first half of 2020.
The Cypriot Minister of Energy,
Commerce, Industry and Tourism said
that the resort will cost more than
500,000,000 Euros to build and will
also will create 4,000 new jobs during
construction and another 4,000 jobs
once it is up and running. He also said
that “only three months after the peak

of the financial crisis in March 2013,
Anastasiadis’ Government, defying the
opposing views, proceeded to set a
high-rise vision with the creation of an
integrated casino resort, which is the
leading in Europe and one of the best
worldwide.”
The casino will include 136 gambling tables, 1,200 gambling machines
and the adjoining luxury hotel will have
a 500-room capacity, a health spa and
1,500-seat concert hall. The luxury hotel
will also have the capacity for expansion,
a conference hall spanning 6,000 square
meters (64,580 square feet) that may accommodate audiences of 1,500, and a
wellness centre covering 4,000 square
meters. “This opens the road to realizing
one of the largest infrastructure projects
that has ever been done in our country,”
said the Minister of Energy.
The President of the Republic
expressed his contentment with regard
to the completion of the procedures for
the casino operation “with professionalism and absolutely transparent procedures.” An announcement was issued
congratulating the inter-ministerial committee and the committee guiding the
procedures “that have succeeded in
bringing in a credible way within a short
time the necessary procedures enabling
us to see a vision of decades for our
country today to be fulfilled.”
The President also said that the
casino would constitute the island’s
largest ever tourism-related investment that will attract holidaymakers
all year long. This of course is very
important as tourism constitutes 20%
of Cyprus’ economy and according to
the Minister of Energy the casino
“…will enrich our tourism product, attracting an additional 300,000 tourists
annually and contributing significantly
to combating seasonality.” This would
mean that such a development would
increase the number of tourists visiting Cyprus by 10%, i.e. from 3 million
to 3.3 million. It is also expected that
visitors of the casino-resort will mainly
come from Europe, Russia, Israel, the

Middle East and Asia/China.
Apart from the casino resort that
will be ready by 2019 or 2020, an interim
casino will operate in Limassol and four
(4) smaller satellite casinos in Nicosia,
Larnaca, Famagusta and Paphos will
operate in early 2018 (the satellite casino
in Nicosia, the capital of the Republic,
will probably begin operating within
2017). According to the chief gaming
officer of the consortium of Melco
“…gaming is something that you entrust
to an operator that has world-class systems in place to ensure that you get the
type of economic development that
you’re looking for.” However, despite
general estimates, no timeline has been
given yet as to when exactly the main
resort will be available to the public.
Until now, opposition from the
Greek Orthodox Church and misgivings
among several Cypriots regarding the
social dangers of gambling kept the

casino sector out of the Republic. However, the Minister of Energy referring to
the government’s main strategic aspirations for the development of an integrated resort casino type said that the
first goal was to “limit casino gambling
in a controlled manner so as to protect
vulnerable groups of the population…it
is no accident that the minimum age for
gambling was set at 21 years.” Moreover,
the casino operations will be overseen by
the NGCSC; its Chairman said during
the signing ceremony that its mission
will be to make sure the operation of the
casino does not fall under criminal influence or exploitation; moreover, the
NGCSC will also make certain that
games in the casino are conducted honestly and that the operator complies with
the terms of the license; moreover, it will
monitor any negative social consequences. He added that the NGCSC
“…shall exercise our authority and per-

form our duties and responsibilities in
good faith always aiming at making this
ambitious project a success.”
The casino tax will amount to 15%
of the gross income from games and will
be paid monthly; moreover, according to
Finance Minister Harris Georgiadis the
casinos would bring in €100,000,000 in
taxes every year. Given that in 2015 the
Republic’s GDP was 17.6 billion Euros
an additional income of 100 million
Euros will amount to a considerable increase of 0.5% of its GDP.
It seems that a new era has begun
in Cyprus and new developments will
most definitely follow. I believe that in
Cyprus it will be once again established
that if gambling is allowed and properly regulated any society may benefit
with the increase of tax revenues and
the simultaneous protection of minor
and problem gamblers. ♣
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shuffling the Decks
of India’s Gaming laws
2017’s Roller Coaster
Policy & Legislative Changes—
Recapped & Decoded
By Tanisha Khanna, Ranjana Adhikari
& Gowree Gokhale

W

hen the lens of the law makers pan on you, be sure that the time has
arrived for everyone to sit up and take notice of the industry’s
potential. The year of 2017 has been ridden with some seismic shifts
and developments in India, especially on the legislative and policy fronts.
Online Rummy operators faced a
blow in the month of June 2017 when
the Government of Telangana took an
aggressive step, seeking to outlaw any
kind of gaming activity in the state.1 At
the same time, poker clubs in Gujarat
were stumped by a reported2 notification referring to poker as a prohibited
gambling activity. While the industry
mulls over the possibility of a domino
effect in other Indian states following
Telangana and Gujarat, the complex
Goods and Service Tax regime was
rolled out on July 1, 2017,
which, amongst other things,
consolidates the tax treatment of
gaming products pan- India.
On a positive note, the
Law Commission has been
actively inviting stakeholder
comments and discussing the possibility of legalizing sports betting in India.
This article sets out the key updates
of 2017 in the background of the
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existing Indian gaming laws and
reflects on the effects of these developments on the industry.

Indian Gambling Laws:
Ace in the Sleeves of
State Governments

The archaic, fragmented state laws governing betting and gambling activities
in India have their genesis in an entry
under the Constitution of India, 1950
(“Constitution”) which makes ‘betting

and gambling’ an exclusive stateregulated activity3. Despite this, the prepartition Public Gambling Act, 1867
(“Central Act”) has been adopted by
certain states in India. Other states have
enacted their own legislations to regulate gaming and gambling activities,
including online gaming activities
(“State Enactments”).
The Central Act and most of the
State Enactments were enacted much
prior to the advent of virtual/online
gambling and therefore primarily prohibit activities in relation to games preponderantly of chance which take place
within physical premises defined as
“common gaming houses.” However, the
State Enactments of Assam and Orissa
are more stringent and deem the act of
gambling itself an offence. Until
recently, the laws of most States in
India exempted games of mere skill or
preponderantly of skill from the prohibitions under their State Enactments.
Some States had also been progressive
and adopted legislation to bring online
skill gaming4 and online gaming/sports
betting5 within licensing regimes.
With the improvement in the
infrastructure and Internet speeds even

in rural areas, mobile and online gaming models
have become very popular in India. Post demonetization, the digital online payment systems also
received a boon with a larger part of the population being incentivized and becoming techsavvy. These factors collectively add to the huge
potential of the market in India and have led to
a surge in the number of online gaming sites
over the last few years.

All Bets Off in Telangana as Government
Outlaws Skill Games

Seemingly overnight, the State Government of
Telangana promulgated two ordinances which
wreaked havoc on the businesses of Telanganabased operators or those offering games to players in Telangana.
The Telangana State Gaming (Amendment) Ordinance, 2017 (“Ordinance I”) was
promulgated by the Governor of the state of
Telangana (“Telangana”). Ordinance I clarified
that games of skill which had part-elements of
chance could not be termed “skill games.”
Ordinance I furthermore specifically stated that
Rummy was not a skill game as it involved
elements of chance. In addition, while the
Telangana State Enactment only made gaming
within “common gaming houses” an offence,
Ordinance I amended the law to specifically
make online gaming an offence in the state as
well.
Ordinance I was challenged before the High
Court of Hyderabad (“Hyderabad HC”) in Auth
Rep, Head Infotech (India) Pvt. Ltd., Hyderabad &
Anr vs. Chief Secy, State of Telangana, Hyderabad
& 3 Ors6 (“Telangana Proceedings”) by several
rummy operators (“Rummy Operators”).
The Rummy Operators have challenged
State’s legislative competence to enact Ordinance I. The Supreme Court (“SC”) had ruled in
R.M.D Chamarbaugwala v Union of India7
(“Chamarbaugwala Case”) that the business of
offering skill games did amount to gambling and
fell within the fundamental right to carry out
trade or business, a guaranteed protection under
the Constitution8. Hence, the State legislature
did not have the authority to prohibit skill games
(including games preponderantly of skill). Separately, Rummy has previously been held to be a
game of skill by the SC in State of Andhra

Pradesh v K. Satyanarayan9(“Satyanarayan Case”).
It was not up to Telangana to contradict the
SC’s finding of fact.
Telangana rebutted the Rummy Operators’
contentions stating that on the basis of the SC’s
observations in the Satyanarayan Case, Rummy,
when played for stakes, amounted to gambling and
was not protected as a fundamental right under
the Constitution. Even if playing Rummy were
considered to be protected under the Constitution, Telangana could impose reasonable restrictions10 on the right in the interest of the general
public. The State also alleged increase in manipulation by online gaming companies.
Pending final outcome of the proceedings
before the Hyderabad HC, the State suddenly
passed another Ordinance11 (“Ordinance II”) to
amend the Telangana State Enactment further.
Unsurprisingly, Ordinance II came into effect
immediately.
Ordinance II removed the skill-games
exception in its entirety from the State Enactment of Telangana. Furthermore, the acts of
risking money or otherwise on an unknown
result of any event including on a game of skill
were specifically included in the definition of
“betting and wagering.” The question of
whether a skill game can be considered a gambling activity when a State Enactment does not
specifically provide for a skill-games exemption
remains open.
Providing marginal respite to the Rummy
Operators, on July 13, 2017, the judge in the
Telangana Proceedings restricted Telangana
from taking action against the conduct of any
operator’s business outside the boundaries of
the State of Telangana for a period of four
weeks. However, effectively, until the decision of
the Hyderabad HC is given, the uncertainties
will continue even in relation to skill games. The
operators located within Telangana should be
able to offer games to players outside India.

Indian Poker Association Puts
Its Cards on the Judiciary’s Table;
Argues Poker is Game of Skill

The Indian Poker Association (“IPA”) along with
several poker clubs in Gujarat have initiated proceedings before the High Court of Gujarat
Continued on next page
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(“Gujarat HC”) in the wake of coercive
action taken against them by the police
in the state. The challenge follows several similar, successful actions by the IPA
before the High Courts of Karnataka12
and Kolkata.13
The IPA sought clearances from the
Gujarat State Government (“Gujarat”) to
conduct poker games in poker rooms set
up in the State, stating that poker was a
game of skill and hence entirely exempt
from the State Enactment of Gujarat.14
Gujarat state denied the IPA this exemption, effectively green-lighting more
raids and arrests. The Police Commissioner of Gujarat has reportedly issued
a notification stating that poker is a game
of chance and thus fell within the prohibitions under the State Enactment of
Gujarat (“Notification”).15
In July in the petitioner poker clubs
(“Poker Clubs”) initiated a challenge to
the Notification (in the matter of Rollers
Training Institute of Cards Pvt. Ltd. and
Ors v State of Gujarat and Ors16).
Akin to the argument advanced in
the Telangana Proceedings, the Poker
Clubs have relied on the argument that
offering games of skill like poker fell
within their fundamental right to carry
on business protected under the Constitution. Such a fundamental right could
only be curtailed within the limits of the
reasonable restrictions prescribed under
the Constitution17 which had been transgressed by the Notification. The State
Enactments of West Bengal18 and Nagaland19 already clear poker as a non-gambling game. The Poker Clubs have also
relied on the principles laid down by the
SC in the Satyanaryana case for Rummy
to show how poker satisfies the criteria

of being a game of skill. To support
their legal arguments, the Poker Clubs
also engaged in the equivalent of an
in-court poker primer for the judge to
demonstrate how the element of skill
outweighed the chance factors in poker.
The Poker Clubs outlined that poker
involved a significant amount of strategic decision making such as how to
wager, when to fold, how to read a
player’s “poker face,” and when to bluff.
Moreover, poker players could influence
the evolution of the game as it progressed, a feat that was impossible in
chance-based games. The Poker Clubs
relied on various expert views to this end
as well.
In response to the contentions by
the Poker Clubs, the counsel for Gujarat
has raised grounds of morality and how
playing poker is detrimental to the interest of the society. The other arguments
advanced seem to be on similar lines as
that of the State of Telangana.
The findings in this case would be
important for the poker businesses in
India. At present there is no adverse
order against poker.20 It will also be
interesting to see if the Gujarat HC
treats the element of skill in poker to be
different when the game is played on an
online medium as opposed to within
physical premises.

Law Commission Rolls the Dice
on Legalizing Sports Betting
in India

Following some highly-publicized match
fixing scandals in India, the SC appointed
a three-member committee (“Lodha
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Committee”) to, among other things,
make recommendations necessary to
prevent sports frauds and conflicts of
interests in the game. The Lodha Committee recommended the legalization of
betting in cricket in their report.
Following this, recently the Law
Commission of India was mandated to
make recommendations on the possibilities of legalization of sports betting
in India. The Law Commission has
already set the ball rolling inviting
comments and active discussions with
all stakeholders.
Strong legal and business cases have
been submitted in support of a regime to
legalise the already burgeoning illegal
sports betting market.

Let the Chips Fall Where
They May: Uncertainty Unfolds
over Gaming Tax Rates
during GST Roll-Out

Until recently, indirect taxes were
imposed at the federal and state level on
gaming related transactions. Most indirect taxes have now been consolidated
into a Goods and Services Tax (“GST”)
with effect from July 1, 2017. GST is a
harmonized system of tax which is
levied on supply of goods and services in
India. It comprises of a three tier tax
structure: Central GST (“CGST”) (levied
by the Central Government) and State
GST (“SGST”) (levied by respective
State Governments) which are levied on
intra-state supply, and an Integrated GST
(“IGST”) (levied by the Central Government) levied on inter-state supply.
A typical gambling transaction can

be categorized as an actionable claim21.
The SC in Sunrise Associates v Government of NCT of Delhi22 has categorized
lottery tickets as actionable claims, reasoning that a lottery ticket represented
a chance or a right to claim prize money,
not currently in the possession of the
purchaser. The same reasoning may be
applied to transactions involving betting
and gambling.
While actionable claims were
specifically left out of the tax net under
the erstwhile indirect tax regime in
India, they now fall within the definition
of “goods” under the CGST Act.23 The
CGST Act classifies certain transactions
as neither being a supply of goods nor a
supply of services. While actionable
claims are included in this classification,
an exception has been provided with

“

Recently the Law
Commission of India
was mandated to make
recommendations on the
possibilities of legalization
of sports betting in India.
The Law Commission has
already set the ball rolling
inviting comments and
active discussions with
all stakeholders.

”

respect to lottery, betting and gambling.
Hence, these can effectively be treated as
taxable actionable claims, i.e. goods.
Despite this clear categorization as
goods under the CGST Act, no specific
rates have been prescribed thus far for

the supply of goods. Moreover, “gambling” has also been identified as a service under the GST rates schedule for
services (“Services Schedule”), taxable at
28%. Hence, there is an inconsistency
resulting from the categorization of
“betting and gambling” as both a “good”
under the CGST Act and a service
under the Services Schedule. Since
legally the rates Schedule cannot be read
in direct conflict with the CGST Act, it
becomes necessary to reconcile this
inconsistency through a harmonious
interpretation of the two. Hence, it may
be required to potentially segregate the
service element associated with gambling from a typical gambling transaction for the purpose of levy of GST.
Services by offshore service
Continued on page 35

The preamble to Ordinance II (as defined hereinabove) articulated that due to the ease of access of online rummy, several people, including young people,
were becoming addicted to online rummy played with real money. The addiction had affected the stability of family life, and the careers of students, and thus
become a threat to public order.
2
http://www.ndtv.com/india-news/poker-gambling-or-a-game-of-skill-gujarat-high-court-seeks-governments-stand-1692014
3
List II, Entry 34, Seventh Schedule of Constitution of India
4
The Nagaland Prohibition of Gambling and Promotion and Regulation of Online Games of Skill Act 2015 brings online skill gaming within a licensing
regime
5
The Sikkim Online Gaming (Regulation) Act, 2008 brings online gambling and sports betting within a licensing regime
6
Auth Rep, Head Infotech (India) Pvt. Ltd., Hyderabad & Anr vs. Chief Secy, State of Telangana, Hyderabad & 3 Ors WPMP 24819/2017
7
AIR 1957 SC 628
8
Article 19(1)(g) of the Constitution
9
State of Andhra Pradesh v. K. Satyanarayan 1968 AIR 825
10
Article 19(6) of the Constitution
11
Telangana Gaming (Second Amendment) Ordinance, 2017
12
Indian Poker Association v State of Karnataka & Ors, WP No. 39167-39169 of 2013
13
Shri Kizhakke Naduvath Suresh, Indian Poker Association v The State of West Bengal & Ors, WP 13728 of 2015
14
Section 13 of the Gujarat Prevention of Gambling Act, 1887 states that nothing in the Act applies to games of mere skill
15
http://www.ndtv.com/india-news/poker-gambling-or-a-game-of-skill-gujarat-high-court-seeks-governments-stand-1692014
16
Rollers Training Institute of Cards Pvt. Ltd. and Ors v State of Gujarat and Ors, Special Civil Application 11174/2017
17
Article 19(6)
18
The proviso to Section 2 (1) (b) of the West Bengal Gambling and Prize Competitions Act, 1957 excludes poker from the definition of “gambling’
19
The Nagaland Prohibition of Gambling and Promotion and Regulation of Online Games of Skill Act, 2016 contemplates the issuance of online gaming
licenses for skill games. Poker has specifically been identified as a skill game under Schedule A to the aforesaid Act.
20
Earlier in the case of Gaussian Networks (M/s Gaussian Networks Pvt Ltd. v. Monica Lakhanpal and State of NCT, Suit No 32/2012, Delhi District Court),
district court of Delhi had opined that the degree of skill in games played in a physical form cannot be equated with those played online as the chances of
manipulation are higher. The court had not considered that building adequate fraud control checks in the systems adopting internationally prevalent game
integrity technologies and practices, this issue could be resolved. However, this matter was ultimately allowed to be withdrawn by the Court following a
request by the parties thereto and these observations no longer survive.
21
Section 3 of the Transfer of Property Act, defines actionable claims as “a claim to any debt, other than a debt secured by mortgage of immoveable property
or by hypothecation or pledge of moveable property, or to any beneficial interest in moveable property not in the possession, either actual or constructive, of
the claimant, which the Civil Courts recognize as affording grounds for relief, whether such debt or beneficial interest be existent, accruing, conditional or
contingent
22
AIR 2006 SC 1908
23
Section 2(17), CGST Act
24
The IGST Act defines OIDAR services as services whose delivery is mediated by informational technology, and the nature of which renders their supply
essentially ‘automated’ and ‘involving minimal human intervention’ and ‘impossible to ensure in the absence of information technology.’
25
Online gaming in India: Reaching a new pinnacle- A study by KPMG India and Google; accessible at:
https://assets.kpmg.com/content/dam/kpmg/in/pdf/2017/05/online-gaming.pdf
26
ibid
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InternatIonal Masters
of GaMInG law

reGulators

of the Year
2017

By Sue McNabb

e

ach autumn, International Masters of Gaming Law (IMGL) recognizes outstanding
regulators based on stringent standards,
including preeminence in the regulatory
field and their noteworthy contributions to the overall body of regulatory work.
The regulators are selected from various jurisdictions internationally based on a rigorous nomination and review process. The categories are
Europe, North America, South and Central America, Australasia, Indian Country, and Evolving
Jurisdictions. A regulator is not necessarily chosen
from each category in each year. They are selected
only if they receive the required nomination and
meet the demands of the review procedure.
The specific criteria for the selection process
include that the overall body of work as a regulator
be exceptional and that the regulator make contributions to the gaming industry as a whole while
demonstrating noteworthy achievements in the
regulation of the industry. The nominee must also
provide a stable regulatory environment in the
jurisdiction, be identified as a person of high integrity,
and demonstrate service to the community.
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Through this annual selection process, IMGL
continues its mission of “advancing gaming law
through education” by selecting regulators who
reflect a similar mission in their management style
while serving as role models in the regulatory
environment. This year’s recipients of the award
for IMGL Regulator of the Year certainly reflect
these characteristics in their professional approach
to the task of regulating a challenging and diverse
gaming market. IMGL is proud to announce the
Regulator of the Year, North America: Ronnie
Jones, Chairman of the Louisiana Gaming Control
Board; Birgitte Sand, Director of the Danish Gambling Authority, Regulator of the Year, Europe; and
David Vialpando, Chairman of the Iipay Nation of
the Santa Ysabel Gaming Commission and Terry
Hale, past Interim Chief Gaming Regulator of the
Seminole Nation of Oklahoma as co-recipients for
Regulator of the Year, Indian Country.
IMGL has presented the awards since 2002.
For a complete list of all past recipients, please
visit our website at imgl.org.

“

after a long and distinguished career
with the louisiana state Police and other
positions in state government, ronnie
seamlessly transitioned to the position of
Chairman of the louisiana Gaming Control
Board where he has proven to be very
well-prepared, knowledgeable and fair in
his treatment of louisiana gaming licensees.
his interest in working with the casino
industry for the benefit of both the industry
and the state is readily seen in his concurrent
leadership of the riverboat economic
Development and Gaming task force
which has been charged with making
recommendations to the state legislature
regarding ways to make louisiana riverboat
casinos more competitive.
—J. Kelly Duncan of Jones Walker

Regulator of the Year
NORTH AMERICA

ronnIe Jones

Chairman
louisiana Gaming Control Board

C

hairman of the Louisiana Gaming Control Board
Ronnie Jones is the first recipient of the prestigious
Regulator of the year award from Louisiana. Chairman
Jones took up the reins of Chairman following the unexpected
death of Dale Hall in 2013. He states of his regulatory style,
“I engage the industry in a very personal way by visiting properties and meeting regularly with property general managers.
I am of the opinion that I cannot properly regulate an industry
sitting behind my desk. Establishing an on-going dialogue and
relationship with licensees serves both the state’s interests and
those of the industry. I firmly believe that if I create a fair,
transparent and objective regulatory environment where
licensees know what is expected, the industry can prosper
and the state is well protected.”
Prior to being appointed as Chairman of the Louisiana
board, Ronnie Jones began work at Louisiana State Police
where he served thirty-three years. He says of those years,
“As legislative liaison for State Police I found myself navigating
a difficult path between those who wanted gaming and those
who were opposed to gaming. Thus I found myself at more
than one committee meeting acknowledging that our agency
had no position on whether or not gambling should be
legalized but asserting that if it were ultimately approved, the

”

industry would need appropriate oversight similar to what
was in place in other jurisdictions…. Wary legislators were
insistent on State Police taking the regulatory lead.”
Following those early years of gambling legalization, he
remarks, “It was somewhat ironic that Governor Bobby Jindal
appointed me in 2013 to my position as chairman inasmuch as
I was an early and frequent critic of gaming in the nascent
years.”
Overcoming the financial challenges of an underfunded
agency while at State Police, he has transformed that experience into a good common sense regulatory environment, where
operators can be successful. Reiterating his regulatory philosophy, he says, “I realize that an oppressive regulatory environment can kill an industry. Gaming remains one of the most
heavily regulated business sectors in the country and for good
reason. But the threats and vulnerabilities inherent in gaming
have changed over time. Few would argue that the mature,
main stream gaming industry of today is far different than it
was a quarter century ago.”
He has displayed a rarely seen willingness to revisit and, in
some cases, reduce long ago imposed burdens placed on some
casino properties where those burdens have adversely impacted
their ability to provide the levels of employment and capital
investment that prompted the adoption of gaming legislation
in Louisiana in the early 1990s.
Also, at Ronnie’s urging, a Concurrent Resolution was
adopted by the Louisiana Senate and House during the regular
session of the legislature in 2016 to create a Riverboat
Economic Development and Gaming Task Force which Ronnie
chairs. The task force is charged with obtaining public input
Continued on page 35
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Regulators of the Year
INDIAN COUNTRY

his year Indian Country was presented with two
outstanding candidates that were equally deserving of
selection based upon the Regulator of the Year criteria,
particularly in regard to their contributions in enhancing the
professionalism of tribal gaming regulatory authorities.
As such, David Vialpando, Chairman of the Santa Ysabel
Gaming Commission in California, and Terry Hale, past
Interim Chief Gaming Regulator of the Seminole Nation of
Oklahoma, are recognized as Co-Regulators of the Year,
Indian Country for 2017. Both Mr. Vialpando and Mr. Hale
exemplify the very best of tribal gaming regulation today, and
each has been active in promoting best practices for tribal
regulators as part of their participation and leadership in state
and national tribal gaming regulators’ associations.
Kevin Quigley of Foley & Quigley PLC states,
“The IMGL is proud to recognize the central role that these
tribal gaming regulators have in regulating the $31 billion
Indian gaming industry to ensure fair play and honest gaming
operations for all patrons.”

terrY hale
Past Interim Chief Gaming
regulator of the seminole
nation of oklahoma
seminole nation Gaming
agency Deputy Chief Gaming
regulator/Compliance
Manager
erry Hale has worked for
the Seminole Nation Gaming Agency since November 2007. Terry started in the
Surveillance department as a Surveillance Operator where
he worked for more than three (3) years and he learned the
National Indian Gaming Commission’s (NIGC) Minimum
Internal Control Standards (MICS), the Tribal Internal
Control Standards (TICS), and the Gaming Operations,
System of Internal Control Standards (SICS).
In 2011, Mr. Hale took his knowledge of learning all the
regulations while in Surveillance and used them to further his
experience in Compliance. While in Compliance, he learned
every aspect of gaming machine software testing, gaming
machine par sheets, understanding the difference between
Class II and Class III gaming machines. He was a big part
of the opening of the Seminole Nation Casino expansion in
October 2012.

t
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“

the IMGl is proud to recognize
the central role that these tribal gaming
regulators have in regulating the $31 billion
Indian gaming industry to ensure fair play
and honest gaming operations for
all patrons.

”

—Kevin Quigley of Foley & Quigley PLC

Terry Hale was appointed the Deputy Chief Gaming
Regulator in December 2015, and when the Chief Gaming
Regulator was excused from his position in April 2016, Terry
was named the Interim Chief Regulator during a time period
that the Nation faced more than 27 alleged violations, potential fines and closure. It was a dark time. The 28 member
Seminole Nation General Council terminated the Commissioners and the Gaming Enterprises leadership and worked
hard to address lingering problems. Mr. Hale worked tirelessly to address the areas of concern, rebut areas where the
National Indian Gaming Commission had it wrong and bring
the Nation’s three casinos into full compliance. The casinos
stayed open and the Nation paid no fines. The NIGC lifted the
NOV in December 2016. Terry Hale helped disprove many
purported violations with exemplary efforts under very
difficult circumstances.
Of this time in his career, Terry Hale states, “After I was
the Interim Chief Regulator for only a month, the Seminole
Nation was issued a Notice of Violation from the National
Indian Gaming Commission. I believe the Settlement Agreement with the NIGC and accomplishing that our Gaming
Facilities stayed open with the help from the Gaming Agency
and Gaming Enterprise staff are the greatest achievement
I have done.”
In the spring of 2017 the Oklahoma Tribal Gaming
Regulators Association awarded Mr. Hale a special commendation recognizing his experience and expertise. Terry continues to strive to learn and share his knowledge with all his
peers to help the Seminole Nation Gaming Agency to always
honor the past, protect the future and lead the nation to a
better tomorrow.
When asked what advice he wishes to share with gaming
attorneys, industry executives, educators and other regulators, Terry Hale comments, “ To always remember to keep
your head up when times are rough. If you do not have the
answer to a question, reach out to your peers; they may have
the answer ready for you.” He further shares a final word to
his gaming organization, “Always remember we all work for
the same goal, to better our Tribe and the Tribal People. I am
a proud member of the Seminole Nation of Oklahoma.” ♣

DavID vIalPanDo

Chairman
santa Ysabel Gaming Commission
avid Vialpando, Chairman of the Iipay
Nation of Santa Ysabel Gaming Commission and Director of Gaming Programs
for OnCourse Learning, is committed to the
highest standards of professionalism and
integrity in the gaming regulatory field.
In turn, he has been a strong advocate
for respecting the professionalism and
integrity of other tribal gaming agencies
throughout Indian country and their role as
the primary regulators of Indian gaming
under IGRA. Chairman Vialpando states,
“Gaming regulators are the sentries
guarding the integrity of gaming on
behalf of the casino patron and protecting casino assets on
behalf of tribal communities.”
David is well respected within the tribal gaming regulators and industry group and has lead the way in crafting and
promoting tribal regulations for new and innovative gaming
products for tribal casinos. In particular, David has led the
way in adopting “gold standard” regulations for licensing and
classifying Class II gaming systems. He is a frequent author
and seminar panelist on regulatory issues at many Indian
gaming related conferences held throughout the country.
When asked what he feels is his most meaningful
achievement as a regulator, David states, “My greatest
achievement has been the friendships and network of
dedicated, passionate professional colleagues I have amassed
over the years, which represent the people I can count on for
counsel and advice in providing the best service I can possibly provide to the Iipay Nation of Santa Ysabel and the community of tribal gaming regulators. The most honorable,
selfless individuals in this country’s workforce can be found
in the tribal gaming industry.”
Chairman Vialpando has past law enforcement experience on behalf of the State of California and also extensive
experience in Indian gaming regulation as both a state agent
and as a tribal gaming regulator. This combination gives him
a unique perspective on Indian gaming regulation issues and
practices. He states, “Coming from law enforcement, including two decades working in drug law enforcement, entering
the gaming industry as a regulator and law enforcement
officer was an opportunity to work in a legal industry with
which I was unfamiliar, but which in terms of crimes impacting the industry (gangs, cheats, thieves, and criminals who
prey on our citizens), I felt I could make a difference and have
a positive impact on the safety of the gaming community.”

D

He also is a prolific writer having
many publications and presentations to his
credit and is a member of an adjunct
faculty teaching Criminal Justice courses
where his experience in law enforcement
and as a special agent for the
California Department of Justice has
served him well.
Notwithstanding his vast experience
in law enforcement and gaming, Chairman
Vialpando candidly acknowledges the
challenges in being a regulator. He states,
“Two issues represent the greatest
challenge I’ve experienced as a tribal
gaming regulator: overcoming the lack of
confidence and faith by state and federal
government agency gaming regulators
and attorneys in the ability of tribal gaming regulators to
ensure the accountability and legal conduct of gaming on
sovereign lands, and forecasting the challenges for regulators
in managing evolving trends in gaming, such as social gaming, skill-based gaming, daily fantasy sports, and I-gaming.”
By also serving as Director of Gaming Programs for
OnCourse Learning, Dave Vialpando is helping OCL bring
cutting-edge E-learning gaming courses to the industry.
He believes that leveraging technology, such as digital
surveillance analytics, digital employee onboarding, and
e-learning and compliance education, represents the future
of gaming regulation.
When discussing the regulation of the industry with
Chairman Vialpando, one quickly realizes that he is not only
a great leader in his field but also most articulate in expressing his view regarding gaming regulation. He shares the
following advice, “Gaming operators and gaming regulators
are the offense and defense on the same team working hard
to ensure a winning season. The gaming regulatory agency
able to establish the connection with casino management
stressing the importance of accountability, integrity, and
compliance realizes greater success in accomplishing the
goals of the enterprise.”
Finally, Chairman Vialpando shares the following advice
with IMGL publication readers, “In its most desirable form,
the gaming industry is an amalgam of diverse disciplines,
staffed with tremendously talented professionals, coming
together to serve their consumer base and share the rewards
of their labor through philanthropic endeavors which benefit
underserved communities and individuals in our society. In
short, gaming is an industry to which we can all be proud to
dedicate our professional lives.” ♣
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Regulator of the Year
EUROPE

BIrGItte sanD

Director
Danish Gambling authority
Past IaGr president 2014-2015

I

n 2008, Birgitte Sand was appointed to
her current position as Director of the
Danish Gambling Authority after being
a long-standing member of the Executive
Board of the National Tax Administration
in Copenhagen. She began her career in the
Danish Court of Taxation but has since
then covered a wide range of different tasks and management
positions in the Ministry of Taxation. Her experiences span
from legal advice on corporate tax structures and taxation of
private companies and property to the central IT department,
and furthermore include projects regarding leadership, innovation, strategy, change of organizational structures and the
development of a nationwide user-friendly IT solution for
salary payments. She has been a long-standing member of the
board coordinating the nationwide tax compliance projects.
More recently, Birgitte Sand has been responsible for the
successful implementation of a liberalisation of the Danish
Gambling Market. The results show that the markets are now
stable, highly compliant and well-functioning. Jamie Nettleton
of Addisons Sydney and Vice President of IMGL states,
“Birgitte deserves recognition for her untiring efforts to
promote Denmark as a best practice precedent for other
jurisdictions, whether in Europe or globally, considering a
licensing regime for gambling.”
The Danish Gambling Authority is responsible for issuing
licenses and furthermore supervising and controlling a wide
range of gaming providers that stretch from land-based
casinos to lotteries, gaming machines, charity lotteries, betting,
online casino, public poker tournaments and horse racing.
Of this position, she states, “I enjoy tremendously getting outside the regulatory comfort zone and being challenged by the
industry presenting new products and new ways of operating
that do not necessarily fit into any existing framework. A good

“

the Danish regulatory set up as well as the
role of the Danish regulator inspires many in the
gaming industry. Birgitte continues to be deeply
engaged in various industry events across the
globe. not only does she make sure the Danish
authority stays on top of regulatory developments
she also is super friendly and approachable.

—Justin Franssen of Kalff Katz and Franssen
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working relationship calls for trust, cooperation and willingness to find solutions. I have
the highest regard for jurisdictions that seek
to create a framework where gambling can
prosper in a legal manner and players at the
same time experience a fair and transparent
market.”
Over the last year, Birgitte has been
challenged with a government dictated
relocation of the Gambling Authority and
has successfully overseen the relocation and
recruitment of new staff for the authority.
Of the variety of challenges and opportunities she has faced in her gaming career, she
says, “Initially, it felt like entering a dark cave;
turn on the torch and realize you stand in a
gold mine - of opportunities!”
Birgitte Sand holds a master’s degree in Law from the
University of Copenhagen, and she has also completed an
INSEAD Executive Programme. She has been very active as a
speaker in international industry conferences and by doing so
she is helping to bridge the gap between industry (commercial)
professionals and government regulators. She candidly
remarks, “We, as regulators, have to admit to the fact that we
do not always have the resources and skills to understand
gaming in the same way the industry does. Once we are clear
about industry needs, we can create a cooperative environment
with the industry in order to create a platform where compromises and realistic solutions can be agreed, and gambling
legislation understood and respected.”
Since 2011 Birgitte Sand has been a member of the
International Association of Gaming Regulators (IAGR)
Board of Trustees and served as President from October 2014
to October 2015. She is still serving as a trustee and furthermore as chair of the subcommittee for statistics. She states,
“I have had the privilege to learn from fellow regulators
around the world how important it is to create platforms for
cooperation and development between industry, sport organizations, legislators and regulators if ever we wish to fight
illegal gambling and crime in gambling. It makes a lot of sense
to me if my DGA colleagues and I can contribute to building a
strong defence against the bad elements in the gaming industry by sharing our experiences and taking part in an honest
and open exchange of successes - and failures.”
Birgitte has over the years supported IMGL by attending
and speaking at many IMGL conferences and is co-chair of
the IMGL 2017 autumn conference in Copenhagen. Justin
Franssen of Kalff Katz and Franssen says, “The Danish
regulatory set up as well as the role of the Danish regulator
inspires many in the gaming industry. Birgitte continues to
be deeply engaged in various industry events across the globe.
Not only does she make sure the Danish authority stays on
top of regulatory developments she also is super friendly and
approachable.” ♣

Regulator of the Year
NORTH AMERICA

ronnIe Jones

Continued from page 31

relative to changes in current law, rules and regulations
which, among other things, would (1) generate and promote
continued economic development by riverboat gaming
licensees; (2) provide for greater safety for visitors and
employees of riverboat casinos, (3) encourage increased
capital reinvestment by riverboat gaming licensees,
(4) improve and enhance the regulation of riverboat gaming
licensees, and (5) make Louisiana riverboat casinos more
competitive. This is a significant undertaking about which
Ronnie Jones is passionate. He refers to this experience as
his “greatest achievement as a regulator….”
J. Kelly Duncan of Jones Walker LLP states, “After a
long and distinguished career with the Louisiana State
Police and other positions in State government, Ronnie
seamlessly transitioned to the position of Chairman of the
Louisiana Gaming Control Board where he has proven to be
very well-prepared, knowledgeable and fair in his treatment
of Louisiana gaming licensees. His interest in working with
the casino industry for the benefit of both the industry and
the State is readily seen in his concurrent leadership of the
Riverboat Economic Development and Gaming Task Force
which has been charged with making recommendations to
the State legislature regarding ways to make Louisiana
riverboat casinos more competitive.”

shuffling the Decks
of India’s Gaming laws

Continued from page 29

providers are exempt from service tax
under the GST regime unless they qualify as Online Information and Database
Access or Retrieval (“OIDAR”) services.24
Online gaming services are included
within the ambit of OIDAR services. The
tax rate for each OIDAR service must be
ascertained based on entries in the Services Schedule. While these entries are skeptical with regard to the mode of delivery
of the service, each entry must be read to
encompass its online counterpart. Therefore, the entry of “gambling” taxable at
28% under the Services Schedule also covers online gambling. In contrast, since no
such entry exists to cover skill-based
gaming, online gaming (not being gambling or betting) would fall under the

Ronnie Jones has also successfully gathered some of the
most powerful industry professionals to come testify in front
of his committee in an effort to make Louisiana a better
gaming state. Although gaming in Louisiana started off
rocky, under Ronnie’s guidance, Louisiana is now considered
a strong, stable, business friendly gaming market. Allen
Godfrey, Executive Director of the Mississippi Gaming
Commission states, “I have had the pleasure of knowing and
working with Ronnie for the last four or five years and there
is no one more passionate about his job than Ronnie. He is
truly deserving of this award, and I have the utmost respect
for his knowledge and integrity as a gaming regulator and a
person.”
Finally, it is noteworthy that Chairman Jones has
participated as a speaker at G2E and the Southern Gaming
Summit, among other conferences, where his comments
have always been well-received. He summarizes his view of
the future of gaming in Louisiana commenting, “I think
Louisiana, having endured those detestable early years, is a
better place. It’s a better place for its citizens and it’s a
better place for gaming to do business.” He brings the
perfect balance of good business sense and irreproachable
ethics to the industry in Louisiana.
Based on his many years of public service as a member
of the State Police and the many task forces he has been
appointed to and personal accomplishments as an adjunct
professor, Chairman Ronnie Jones is indeed a worthy recipient of this award. ♣

residuary category of the Services Schedule taxable at 18%.
Notably, the Services Schedule also
provides a separate entry taxable at 28%
for services by way of admission to entertainment events or access to amusement
facilities, including, among other things,
casinos and race courses or sporting
events. This category would encompass
entry fees charged by casinos, race
courses, etc. This entry could also potentially impact online gaming and betting
where there is a fee charged for access to
a game or a betting event.

Finding Method to the Madness:
India’s steps towards a
stable gaming regime

While the first few months of the year
saw a checkered pattern of developments,
there is method to the madness and a
semblance that India is ready to move

toward a more stable and clearer framework of laws for the gaming industry.
Ignoring the potential of the revenues
any employment that this industry can
generate is no longer prudent. The online
gaming market in India is expected to
grow at a staggering rate of 20% between
now and 2021, from USD 360 million in
2016 to USD 1 billion in 2021.25 The sharp
projected increment has been accredited to
a young population, high Internet volumes,
improved paying propensity and engaged
online users,26 all of which make India a
choice investment opportunity. The various industry bodies are playing a keen
part by proactively lobbying with the
Government of India to introduce clearer
regulatory framework and pave the way
for business stability. In the long run,
such a framework will ensure that situations in Telangana and Gujarat are few
and far between. ♣
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Cultural artIfaCts
In PortuGal
Music and Casinos
By William Thompson

P

ORTUGAL SOCIETY MAY BE DEFINED
with two words: emigration and immigration.
Once many centuries ago, in an age of discovery, Portugal commanded the largest colonial
empire in the world. However mismanagement became associated with a colonial
collapse and loss of worldwide resources.
People deserted Portugal, as ventures took to the high seas never
to return and economies fell as the state—the first nation in
Europe could not win battles with colonial rivals such as Spain,
France, and England.
Populations scattered, and those who remained retreated
into laments that were incorporated into a national folk music
that became known as “fado.” The word “fado” which means
“fate” or “destiny” incorporated a sad singer, usually a woman,
accompanied by two guitars, a 12 string Portuguese guitar, and
a traditional 6 string Spanish guitar. Lyrics brought forth a
widespread notion called “saudade,” a yearning for the past,
nostalgia for the companionship of those who had left, never to
return. Today the singing and songs remain as artifacts in the
clubs of Lisbon and other cities (particularly Porto and Coimbra) reminding both local residents and visitors that once
Portugal had been a dominant cultural bastion on the world
stage but remains as but an almost hidden
remnant of its past.
While “fado” speaks to a centuries old
mass emigration of peoples, it also speaks to a
yearning and feelings of emptiness that are
often captured on the insides of persons participating in gambling activities. Troubled
gamblers in the midst of long losing streaks
let past wins linger and draw them into continuous ruinous playing. They borrow excessively to the point that they cannot repay
creditors. They turn to gambling in order to
hide or forget unhappy life circumstances, to
avoid depression. Having gambling outlets

physically near to them exacerbates their troubles. Other social
problems seem to be tied to gambling activity they cannot control. Indeed the troubled gambler is a likely candidate to drink
excessively at a club featuring “fado” music.
While “fado” reflects a societal condition of “saudade” in
Portugal, the gambling enterprise while present for centuries in
Portugal is not one of a ubiquitous presence. One can point out
that the largest single lottery prize—180 million Euros on a nine
country lotto game—was won by a Portuguese resident. The
present day lottery has roots 233 years old. In 1784 a sweepstakes called Santa Casa de Misericordia de Lisboa was instituted
to raise money for the Royal Academy of Sciences, the Royal
Hospital and for orphans. Subsequently in 1955, the lottery took
on the title of Loteria Nacional, and in 1987, a new game—
Loteria Popular began. In 2004 all games were placed under one
organization—Jogos Santa Casa. Games then included the
international EuroMilhoes, and later online gaming, in addition to
sports betting and the most popular game TotoLoto. Portugal
lags in the development of horse race betting. In 2012 an effort
to begin tracks was initiated. It is projected that Lisbon and the
Algarve will have tracks in 2018 which will employ 6000 and yield
revenues of 300 million Euros.
The closest ties between gambling and conditions approaching “saudade” came with the introduction of legal
casino betting in 1904. The casino is a specific
place where one can hide away and indulge without being observed as he/she loses large sums of
money. Portugal now has eleven casinos, all but
one located near the Atlantic Ocean sea coast—
one being on the island of Madeira.
The first official casino was established at
Figuera da Foz, a beach town 120 miles north of
Lisbon. Portugal was still a monarchy—but not
for long. King Carlos and his eldest son were
assassinated in 1908, and one surviving son was
deposed in favor of a new democratic regime in
1910. The new government closed the casino.
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Over the next 15 years Portugal experienced severe political
instability as there were 44 difference governments. The casino
at Figuera da Foz was at one time opened, then soon closed, only
to reopen again. During the same period of time new casinos
were also opened at seas side cities of Espinho and Povoa de
Varzim, both close to Portugal’s second city of Porto. An era of
stability came following a military revolt in 1926. Two years
later, Antonio Salazar, an economics professor from the University of Coimbra emerged as the Minister of Finance, and four
years later became President of Portugal. He remained in power
as a virtual dictator for the next 36 years.
Portugal and Spain shared leadership similarities with one
pointed disparity. Spain’s dictator, like Salazar with right-wing
fascist leanings, was Francisco Franco. He came to power following a civil war with military support in the 1930s and remained
until he died in 1975. Salazar kept power until he had a stroke
in 1968. Salazar saw his role as supporting economic elites, and
in doing so he arduously kept Portugal as a neutral player in
World War Two. So too did Franco. Salazar’s economic policies
were very supportive of casino development and operations.
Under his leadership corporate combinations opened two more
casinos, one at Funchal in the Madeira Islands, and one—in

Casino Estoril is one of Europe's
largest casinos and one of Lisbon's
most glamorous nightlife
attractions.

1931—at Estorial, the major beach resort near Lisbon. With the
two new casinos, the original three casinos became year-round
operations as opposed to being seasonal. Franco, although of a
similar religious (staunch Roman Catholic) and moral persuasion as Salazar, looked differently at casino gambling. Spain’s
casinos had all been closed in the 1920s (the last at San Sebastian was closed in 1924). Franco kept a tight lid on all gambling
(except for the famous national lottery—El Gordo). His supporters did not dispute him although they felt differently. Within
two weeks of his death the Spanish parliament (a puppet organization under Franco’s thumb) authorized casinos throughout
Spain. Within a short time Spain had 17 casinos.
Salazar resigned following his stroke, and power passed to a
new right wing dictator, Marcelo Caetano. Salazar died in 1970.
In 1971 Caetano embarked upon a policy of developing the southern coastal area of Portugal, known as the Algarve. With outstanding beaches the dictator saw the region as a new tourist
resort. The time was right as English, German and Middle East
(Arab) tourists had been flocking to the Costa del Sol beach region
of Spain. Caetano saw the obvious: Spain did not have casinos in
1971. Caetano decreed that three casinos would be built in the
Algarve. Concessions were put out to bid, and a group including
American, Belgian, and Portuguese investors won three. In
1973 the first casino at Vilamoura opened, followed
the next year by casinos at Alvor near the Algarve’s
largest community Portimao, and Monte Gordo,
two miles from the river border with Spain.

The 21st Century welcomed the first truly urban casino
as Casino Lisboa opened in the Parque das Nacoes
at the north end of Lisbon in 2006.

While the political leadership of Caetano
opened the door to these three casinos, the door was
not held open wide. In 1974 a “bloodless” military
coup overthrew Caetano’s regime and ushered in a
new democratic government. In an almost reversed
condition from Spain, this new democratic government did not like casinos. At least it did not like
casinos controlled by business conglomerations.
While the casinos in the north (and Funchal
Madeira) remained operating as before, the Algarve
casinos were seized and put under government
ownership and control. Plans for expansion and
development of new tourist facilities (hotels, restau-

rants) and amenities were
shelved. The plans had
been advanced by the
private owners. With Socialism, Portugal’s Algarve lost a
chance to take away tourist patronage from southern Spain.
By the time capitalism returned to Algarve gaming, Spain
had begun to open its casinos.
In 1979, political winds blew against socialism. The
Portuguese politicians created a new private company to run the
Algarve casinos. They could not thrive, however, as the river near
Monte Gordo only offered ferry service until 10 p.m. (or earlier).
Casino gaming did not begin until early evening. Players who
may have taken day-trips from heavily populated Seville, fifty miles
away in Spain—deferred and went to other Spanish casinos. A
bridge was finally built in 1991, but as they say “too little, too late.”
The 21st Century welcomed the first truly urban casino as
Casino Lisboa opened in the Parque das Nacoes at the north end
of Lisbon in 2006. It was owned by Estoril-Sol a company led
by Chinese entrepreneur Stanley Ho who owned the Casino
Lisboa in the Portuguese colony of Macau in Asia. A minority
company, Amorim, owned one-third of the property. The opening marked the end of a century of opposition to a Lisbon casino.
Until the day of its opening there was fear that an urban casino
would be an unhealthy draw for young players as well as compulsive gamblers. Other casinos opposed the casino fearing its
competition. Indeed the dealers at Estoril went on strike in a
2005 protest. Casino Lisboa’s management promised them that
the workforce numbers could be reduced if competition hurt
wages. Several sites were rejected as undesirable before the site
at Parque das Nacoes was chosen. The chosen site was a building which had been the Pavilion of the Future” for the Lisbon
1998 World Expo.
Another new casino was opened in 2008, ironically in
Chaves—a very small city located away from the sea in the far
north of Portugal ten miles from the Spanish border. Local economic elites successfully pleaded that a casino could draw gamers
from Spain and also help grow the economy.
The 11th casino of Portugal was located in Troia a resort town
to the south of the Lisbon metropolitan area. It opened in 2011.
Before examining several attributes of the eleven casinos,
some common with other international casinos, others of a
unique quality, it would be appropriate to focus upon two casinos
which offer reasonable claims to being if not the largest, then
among the largest casinos of Europe. These are Casino Estoril
and Casino Lisboa. As indicated in the initial paragraphs of this
article, Portugal has seen its history guided by forces of emigration and also immigration. The two casinos speak to the forces
of immigration.
Chinese businessman Stanley Ho came of age in Macao
which was from 1557 to 1999 a colony of Portugal. Macao had
seen days of being “the” sin city of the South China region—
with prostitution, a drug trade, and open gambling. The government stepped in with casino regulation and a major assault

on the other “sins” in 1934. A single concession was granted to
operate gaming halls as well as horse and dog racing. In 1962,
the concession holder died, and Ho won a new monopoly concession. He greatly expanded operations adding many new
games and building new facilities with both gaming and hotels.
In 1970 he opened Macao’s Casino Lisboa, at the time the largest
hotel complex in all Asia.
In the 1980s he reached out his financial resources and purchased the gaming facility at Estoril. It was the casino closest to
the Lisbon population. He brought both new Chinese games as
well as dealers who spoke Chinese and Portuguese. After decades
of lobbying, the Lisbon government gave its approval for a new
casino in the major city of Portugal. When it came time to award
a concession, the Portuguese government decided to bypass its
own regulations and Ho was given ownership control (along with
the Amorim group). Portugal had been divided into gaming
zones, and each zone (informally) was allowed a single casino.
Lisbon was in the Estoril zone, so existing casinos pleaded that the
national law had to be changed and a new zone just for Lisbon
had to be created. The government denied the pleas. They pointed
out that the Algarve was also a single zone, but it was given three
casinos. With their ruling they added that no new concession was
subject to bidding, and as Ho controlled the existing casino in the
zone, he was given the new casino as well.
Emigration has led Portugal to its unique form of national
folk music, and so too has immigration brought Portugal its
defining moments in casino gaming. Casino Estoril offers its
gamers 1200 slot machines as well as over 50 table games. Casino
Lisboa has 1000 machines and 25 tables. Table games cover the
variety of games offered by the typical Las Vegas Casino and one
more. A unique Portuguese game is called “French Bank.” Three
dice are quickly thrown and players bet that they will have a total
number that is large (14, 15, or 16) or small (5,6,7). Separate bets
may be made on a total of 3. Ho also introduced a three dice
game from China called Cussec.
Ho’s economic power has grown casino gaming in Portugal,
almost to the extent that one can ask: was Macao really a colony
of Portugal, or was (until 1999) Portugal really a (gaming)
colony of Macao? ♣
William Thompson is an emeritus
professor of public administration
at the University of Nevada,
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TIP-POOLING
By Hugo Luz dos Santos

I-Background:
The creation of tip-pooling by the casinos
of the United States of America and Macau:
tipping to ensure fun for all?
The bulk of money emerging from tipping is the exclusive
property of the beneficiaries of the tip-pooling. As such, that
money belongs to all employees of the casinos (croupiers,
casino table dealers, floor managers, pit bosses, floor men, box
men, cashiers, and the rest of the employees that are the bulk
of the working force of the casino). These employees are a
40
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part of the social structure that strives to achieve a certain
goal: the thriving of the gaming leisure industry in general.
Tipping is inextricably linked with the intention of the casino
patrons or high rollers to reward friendly casino table dealers
who closely deal with them and, at a certain point, to reward
the above mentioned social structure that ultimately helps
ensure the experience for all as fun and dazzling.
Nonetheless, one cannot forsake or disregard that players
tip dealers for one specific reason: to receive better treatment
while gambling and, sometimes, to ensure that the pit bosses or
the casino service team leaders will overlook an assortment of

“

The bulk of money emerging from tipping is the exclusive
property of the beneficiaries of the tip-pooling. As such, that
money belongs to all employees of the casinos (croupiers, casino
table dealers, floor managers, pit bosses, floor men, box men,
cashiers, and the rest of the employees that are the bulk of the
working force of the casino). These employees are a part of the
social structure that strives to achieve a certain goal:
the thriving of the gaming leisure industry in general.

illegalities committed by them. Having this
consideration very firmly in mind, on the
bright side, tipping invariably underlies a
specific intention of the casino patrons to
reward friendly service provided by all the
employees of the casinos (croupiers, casino
table dealers, floor managers, “pit bosses,”
floor men, box men, cashiers, casino service
team lead)1.

II-Background:
The creation of tip-pooling by the
casinos of the United States of America
and of Macau: illegitimate taking?

As emphasized by the doctrine, tip-pooling
occurs when employees who are regularly
tipped put all the tips received within a
certain time frame together to be divided up
evenly by the employer. Thus, this compilation of tips, or tip-pool, ought to be distributed by the casino employer according to the
mutually agreed upon terms of the pooling
arrangement. It’s fairly easy to see the reason:
the employees rely heavily on the employers
to divide the money collected in the tip-pooling between all those employees entitled
according to their respective shares.
Conversely, if the casino keeps indefinitely frozen the minimum wage of the beneficiaries of tip-pooling and it complements
that wage outdating with the redistribution
of the money collected in the tip-pooling
(stating, for this purpose, that this redistribution constitutes a wage supplement), the
measure of the impoverishment of the beneficiaries of tip-pooling is directly proportional
to the measure of unjust enrichment of the
casinos.
To this extent, the unjust enrichment of
the casinos emerges through the appropriation (thus, illegitimate taking) of the tips originally owned by the tip-pooling beneficiaries

”

(the employees of the casinos). Oftentimes,
the beneficiaries of the tip-pooling do not
even realize directly the measure of their patrimonial impoverishment; it is inflicted to
them in a purely veiled form.
Although one cannot see directly an
immediate patrimonial impoverishment of
the beneficiaries of the tip-pooling, this patrimonial movement can be performed steadily
in three successive steps: i) the creation of
tip-pooling (oftentimes, deeply ingrained by
the purposes of transparency listed above); ii)
freezing “sine die” of the minimum wage of
the employees and finally, iii) the redistribution of the tip-pooling amounts, by its beneficiaries as a wage supplement (provided that
the minimum wages remain frozen for indefinite time); in these grounds, one can find the
illegitimate taking of the casinos.
This unjust enrichment means that in
such cases the casinos unduly benefit from the
money collected in the tip pooling2, and that is
the reason they ought to be obligated to compensate and repay the beneficiaries of tippooling the “expropriation value” (the exact
amount that has been taken by the casino from
the employees).
The unjust enrichment by intervention
might be a factor in civil liability according to
the general criteria of the Article 477 of the
Civil Code of Macau.
The unjust enrichment by intervention
constitutes an autonomous category of the
unjust enrichment and occurs when someone
obtains enrichment through an illegitimate
appropriation of others’ goods, through their
use, profit, or consumption. Even if the tortfeasor or the wrongdoer had no profit whatsoever, he ought to be obligated to compensate
the “expropriation value,” the deemed restitution3. In this light, the beneficiaries of the tip
pooling have the exclusive right of enjoyment
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and of the fruition of the goods (tips) collected in the tip
pooling. That exclusivity implies a legal ordination of goods
(tips) that if it is to be disrespected through some illegal intervention, allows the beneficiaries of tip pooling to bring the action of unjust enrichment against the casinos (Article 467,
no. 1, of the Civil Code of Macau)4.

Discussion:
Tip-pooling should be legally qualified as a trust
In order to override or to disentangle the aforementioned legal
problems, tip-pooling should be legally qualified as a trust. As
outlined above, the employees rely heavily on the employers
to divide the money collected in the tip-pooling between all those
employers entitled according to their respective shares. Hence,

in order to reflect the trust
given by the employees, the
employers ought to be considered as holding the tips in
trust.
Traditionally, the trust
has an internal tripartite
structure: 1) settlor, 2)
trustee; 3) beneficiaries. In
general terms the settlor
(gambler) is the original
owner of the right of ownership of the goods (tips) to
constitute in trust; the
trustees (casinos) are the
present depositary of the
constituted goods in trust
(the money in the tip-pooling), and the casino table dealers are the last beneficiaries
of the goods and of the rights that are associated to it.
For that reason, the trustees are legally prohibited from taking any benefits from the position of mere depositary, unless duly
authorized in the pooling arrangement or duly authorized by the
beneficiaries of the tip pooling. Thus, the trustees should maintain the goods (tips) in trust. That obligation is actually a manifestation of the duty of loyalty that is deeply ingrained in the
legal status of the trustee.
The no profit rule, which is a fundamental aspect of the
common law of trusts, forbids any sort of conflict between the
interests of the beneficiary and the interests of the trustee. Furthermore, the no profit rule prevents those trustees from getting
profits or income through the fiduciary position that they occupy,
unless provided for in pooling arrangement or duly authorized by
the beneficiaries. ♣

This does not mean that all positions of the employees of the casinos (for example, floor supervisors and pit managers) can receive tips directly from casino
patrons, and that consistently are to be eliminated from the tip-pooling. What is easily understood in the light of prevention of illegal activities and of possible favoritism for some high profile rollers which could thus “buy” to “kindness” of the “pit bosses” so that they “close their eyes “to any illegalities committed by them”. That’s exactly what happened in tip-pooling policy of Wynn Las Vegas LLC, which because of that eliminated those positions (the pit
managers and floor supervisors), and introduced the position of a casino service team lead (CSTL). In this regard the US doctrine states that “the traditional
of floor supervisor is to watch for cheating or any sign of problems, to handle altercations or disputes with customers, and to generally keep the floor running smoothly. If the floors supervisor´s job is to watch the dealers, then the “pit bosses”, are the heads of the casino floors and are called into action when
major disputes or allegations arise. These have institutional, quintessential casino positions and are an integral part of the operation-they are not to be tipped.
It is easy to see why tipping the supervisors of the casino floor could become an illegitimate practice because of the possible perception that the tip was a
bribe or a payment for turning a blind eye to some less-favorable behavior on the floor. These issues can explain why in the Wynn´s handbook, these are two
of the positions barred from receiving tips”; KANDIS MCCLURE, “Tip-Pooling at Nevada Casinos”, in: UNLV Gaming Law Journal, Volume 5, Spring,
(2014), p. 88. One should not forsake that Per Nevada Revised Statute (“NRS”) § 608.160, it is illegal for employers to “take” tips from employees. In Wynn
Las Vegas, LLC v. Baldonado, 311 P.3d 96 (2013), the Supreme Court of Nevada following the same reasoning level stated in Moen and Alford, considered
that the tip-pooling strategy imposed by the casino (Wynn Las Vegas) to their employees did not constitute a violation of the Nevada Revised Statute (“NRS”)
§ 608.160, as the casino was not taking any tips belonging to the employees.
2
About the unjust-enrichment, in this scope, restitution is the principle that underlies the US doctrine of the gain-based damages, i.e., ‘the wrongdoer is left
back where he started”, the US doctrine -ANDREW KULL, “Restitution´s Outlaws”, in: Chicago-Kent Law Review, Volume 87, (2003), p. 19; principle that
intrinsically appears connected with the moral hazard, that states that “What moral hazard means is that, if you cushion the consequences of bad behavior,
then you encourage that bad behavior”; TOM BAKER, “On the Genealogy of Moral Hazard”, in: Texas Law Review, Volume 75, Number 2, December 1996,
(1996), p. 238; for that reason, the authorized US doctrine refers to a “minimum moral virtue in the context of the contracts”; SEANA VALENTINE
SHIFFRIN, “The divergence of contract and promise”, in: Harvard Law Review, N.º 3, Volume 120, January 2007, (2007), p. 718.
3
In the US doctrine, ERIC J. KONOPKA, “Hey, That´s Cheating! The Misuse of the Irreparable Injury as a Shortcut to Preclude Unjust Enrichment Claims”,
in: Columbia Law Review, Vol. 114, (2014), p. 2049.
4
However, the US jurisprudence often dismisses unjust-enrichment claims, mobilizing, for that specific purpose, the requirement of “irreparable injury rule”;
in this sense, United States v. Bame, 2012-2 U.S. Tax Cas. (CCH) §50, 528, at 86, 491 (D. Minn. 2012); see Kelley v. Coll. of St. Benedict, 901 F. Supp. 2d 1123,
1132 (D. Minn) (denying unjust-enrichment claim when plaintiff could have obtained relief under fraudulent-transfer statute).
1
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